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Editorial
can enter the brain. this is a means of covertly
delivering a vaccine together with nanno-bots.
Such have been discovered on swabs. There have
been several reports of perfectly well people
having become ill once tested. Also reports have
been received of cerebral leakage where the prod
has been pushed too far up the nose!

Dear Reader,
Covid = Communism

It should be noted that cattle are often injected
through a tube pushed up the nose. It is therefore
no surprise that they are doing the very same
thing to us! The enemy just regards us as cattle
As we go to press, it is becoming patently to be milked and killed for their profit!
obvious that the plandemic hoax is all about The reader is directed to page 22 of this
rolling out the Satanic so-called “utopian” magazine where the Biderman report of 1956 on
Communist N-W-O, where all, after the Communist brainwashing techniques to gain
population cull, will be corralled into “Smart” compliance of a population that has been taken
cities, where travel will be prohibited without a over. You will see how remarkably similar these
permit.
are to the covid restrictions. This should ring
Wearing a mask (change the “s” to “r”and we
get mark) is indicating your compliance with the
beast system or Babylon whose HQ is in that
square mile known as the City (of London) that
controls most of the world’s currencies.
Even the boxes of masks imported from India
via China, state that they do not protect the
wearer from cv-19, but they do deprive the
wearer of oxygen. Long term wearing can cause
serious lung and brain damage, which of course
will be blamed on covid.

alarm bells with those who have been
complacent and followed the Government’s
unlawful directives to date! Indeed we are
beginning to see a growing awareness.
Praise Yahweh for this and we look forward to
his empowering of his people especially Jacob
and Joseph who will burn up the tares, once we
have enquired of Him and repented of our evil
ways!!!
Editor
editor@newensign.com

One must be especially careful to avoid tests for
CV (which have been proved to be fraudulent), This magazine is for private subscription only
especially where a tube is put up the nose and and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
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Arsenal Of Words (Part 21)
A Demonstration of The Deceptive Use of Words
By The Rabbis of Judaism
By Pastor Eli James
villains, while THEY are the "liberators" of the
"downtrodden" and "oppressed," and the
"victims of discrimination," teaching us to hate
ourselves for our "dominion," while they, by far,
have greater worldly riches and much more
abundant political power than we do. Even
though THEY are the true oppressors, using their
wealth, status and power to oppress US, there is
no guilt trip for the Jews.

H

ERE IS THE PERSPECTIVE OF
OUR ANCESTOR, KING DAVID:

"Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be
thou envious against the workers of iniquity. For
they shall soon be cut down like the grass, and
wither as the green herb. Trust in YHWH, and
do good; so shalt thou dwell in the land, and
verily thou shalt be fed. Delight thyself also in
YHWH; and He shall give thee the desires of
thine heart. Commit thy way unto YHWH; trust
also in Him; and He shall bring it to pass. And
He shall bring forth thy righteousness as the
light, and thy judgment as the noonday." (Psalms
37:1-6)
The Jewish system of commercialism has
destroyed our family life, from the nuclear
family all the way up to the national family.
Hence, we are a people that have lost our soul.
The anti-Christ is doing everything in his power
to keep us from re-bonding as an intact,
harmonious racial family. He knows that this
eventuality will signal his death knell. This is
why the Jews are so tenaciously anti-White and
anti-Christian. The parasite knows that if he
loses his grip on the host, his life will end. His
tenacity is based on FEAR.
The only concern that hinders the Jew, causing
him to lose sleep, is his fear of losing money and
his fear that the White Race will wake up to its
Biblical destiny. He has cleverly manipulated
our people into becoming opponents of "racism,"
twisting history so that WE are perceived as the

They positively revel in their pretence and the
power it gives them over us: like the power a
pimp has over his whores. No, they have
rewritten history to falsely portray Whites as
oppressors, so that they can wail and moan about
how the White Christians have "persecuted"
them! This is their "spiel," and our people
actually swallow this garbage!!! The Serpent,
with great subtlety, continues to accomplish
today what he accomplished with Eve in the
Garden: pollution of our DNA.
It’s about time that we caught on to this tactic!
It is the duty, of those of us who are awake, to
hammer out this message harder and harder until
the sleeping sheep finally awaken. If there is one
deluded Israelite left in this world, it is your duty
to splash the ice water of truth in his face––
whatever it takes to wake him up! This is TRUE
BROTHERLY LOVE, even if they initially hate
you for spoiling their illusions. Considering what
Yahshua did for us, this is a small price to pay,
so do not lose heart in this struggle.
It sounds fanciful, and even contradictory,
considering our racial disunity today, but we
Israelites, as the Builder Race, were designed to
work together and to experience collective
success, while maintaining individual liberty.
This is achieved by taking personal
responsibility for the success of the community
(ekklesia). This is what Cain refused to do! ("Am
I my brother’s keeper?") Therefore, our success
will only come as a corporate body, as an organic
unit, representing the Body of Christ. No other
race has this urge or ability. It is spiritual. It is
biological. It is in our DNA. The White Race has
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built the greatest civilizations on earth. We have
accomplished the most monumental construction
programs. We have probed the depths of the
ocean and we have reached outer space. We have
designed and created the most intricate art
works, from crafts to music.
We have invented the most sophisticated
technologies, all because of our ability to put the
success of the goal before our personal interests.
Now’s the time to put all of our collective talents
together, striving for the same goal: the
Kingdom! No other race has accomplished one
tenth of what we have accomplished. The best
they can do is plagiarize; and the Jews simply
steal it from us.
Truly, we have been a blessing to the world.
What we call "Western Civilization" is the
product of two main ingredients: Adamic DNA
and Christianity. The DNA makes the individual,
and Christianity bonds our individual selves into
a purposeful community. Once we begin to
utilize this combination of creative ability and
dedicated teamwork toward establishing the
Kingdom of Yahweh, the world will be amazed
at what we will accomplish – and so will we!
Our fulfilment is demonstrated in our collective
racial accomplishments. In this way, our
individual happiness will be greater than ever!!!!

16, which clearly tells us that there are those to
whom the Gospel should NOT be preached.
There, He was speaking of the scribes and
Pharisees, the inventors of Judaism. This is one
of the few instances that the KJV translators did
not automatically resort to a universalistic
meaning.
The important point is that we must understand
that neither Jesus, the Apostles, nor Paul ever try
to preach the Gospel to non-Israelites. Careless
usage of words like nations, Jew and Gentile
have clouded the indisputable exclusivity of the
original Hebrew and Greek prose.
In Matt. 19:20, the rich young man comes to
Jesus and says, concerning the Law, "All these
thing have I kept from my youth up: what lack
I yet?" In essence, he is saying, "What more do
you want from me?" Because his worldly status
is very high, he cannot see beyond the status quo!
He desires nothing greater!!! This is proof that
keeping the Law is not enough. Because his
focus is still very self-centred, he cannot see the
coming of the Kingdom.

This philosophy is encapsulated in the Biblical
slogan: "Love thy neighbour as thyself." (Mark
12:31.) Make no mistake about it, this is a racial
command, not a universal command. Jesus
precedes Verses 30 and 31 with the words,
"HEAR, O ISRAEL." He is speaking to Israel,
not to the whole of humanity. Of course, it would
be right and proper for all people everywhere to
practice this law among their own kind, but,
nevertheless, we Adamites should never forget
that it was WE who were given the Law and the
assignment (and the genetic inheritance) to do
this.

There must be an innate appreciation and
willingness to obey the Law, but that, in itself,
will not accomplish the corporate goal. Without
Love (agape, brotherly love), there can be no
Kingdom. We must strive to establish a society
in which the emphasis is no longer on the Self,
but instead, on our immediate racial Family,
Friends, Community. We can never lose sight of
the fact that the source of our Being is our Family
"Thus it is written, and thus it behoved Christ to Tree, our racial DNA, which was designed by
suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day: Yahweh Himself. Let’s state this as a formula:
And that REPENTANCE and REMISSION OF Faith = The Law + Brotherly Love.
SINS should be preached in his name AMONG
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem." -- Luke The difference here is between keeping the Law
24:46-47.
for your own benefit versus keeping the Law so
that all of your brothers and sisters, your racial
Although the Greek eis is usually translated as brethren, will benefit. If that sounds "racist," then
"to" or "into," here "among" captures the so be it. Don’t let the Jews and liberals label you.
meaning best, being consistent with Matt. 13:10- "Racist" and "anti-Semite" are the smear words
( Page 4 )
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they use against us, while they oppress us with
their own form of tyranny. Wake up! There is
nothing wrong with being White, and placing
the needs of your own Race and Family, First.
That is, after all, what all of the other races do.
Does anybody criticize them for doing what
comes naturally to them? No! Only White people
are being brainwashed into submission!

This is why Jesus tells us, "And whosoever shall
compel thee to walk a mile, Go with Him
Twain." (Matt. 5:41.) The Law only asked you
to go a mile. There is more to the journey. You
won’t know who or what you really are until you
start going that Extra Mile and beyond!!!
Liberty is achieved after the Law has been
fulfilled.

Christianity has tried, for several hundred years,
to convert the heathen. The exact opposite has
happened, as, in fact, the world has converted
Christianity to heathenism, because today,
misguided Christians, in the name of "tolerance,"
approve of what the heathens promote:
homosexuality, abortion, socialism, witchcraft,
etc., etc. Where does Yahweh teach us to be
tolerant of evil? The bottom line is this:

That’s what the Apostle James called, "The
perfect law of liberty." (James 1:25-27.) This
must come from deep inside yourself; and it
involves challenging yourself to relate to your
brethren in more dynamic ways, using patience,
skill, and encouragement, to elevate each other.

If We Cannot Practice Our Own Faith among
Ourselves, How Can We Possibly Set an
Example for the Rest of the World?
We’ve had enough missionary stew. Let’s
establish the Kingdom.
"Ye [all Israel] Are the Light of the World. A
City That Is Set on a Hill Cannot Be Hid."
(Matt. 5:14.) A city is composed of many people,
working together to accomplish great things. If
we dilute our potential by merely focusing on
individual accomplishments, we will never
achieve glory.
That City must have the Law as its foundation;
but if we only focus on our individual salvation,
we are missing the purpose of the Law. Staying
out of trouble is a good thing, but that, in itself,
is a form of stagnation. Look to your glory! This
cannot be achieved by acting alone.
We must elevate each other, as brothers and
sisters, through Love. It is interpersonal. It is
familial. It is racial. It is the body of Christ. Or,
in other words, the Law, without Love, is a dead
thing, mere words carved into a stone! By itself,
it does not provide the cohesiveness that
achieves great things.

So, stop being a Christian couch potato! Stop
practicing TV Apostianity! Get out there and
start building the Kingdom. You cannot have the
attitude of the Rapturists, who assume that
"heaven" is theirs by default – all they have to
do is wait for it!!! You will be "raptured" out into
oblivion! They have their "faith," and they will
reap its "rewards." In the same way, keeping the
Law, by itself, cannot bring the Kingdom into
being. That is why, throughout the New
Testament, we have the Law punctuated with
acts of brotherly love.
There’s an old German saying that applies here:
"He who attempts much makes many mistakes.
He who attempts little makes fewer mistakes.
But he who attempts nothing is a lazy dog." The
lazy dog, like the rich young man who was
satisfied with himself and his earthly status, even
though he keeps the Law, has really not
accomplished very much! He may think he has,
but he has yet to go the extra mile! So, stop
patting yourself on the back and start building
the Kingdom!(See the parables found at Matt.
25:15-30 and Luke 19:11-27.)

It is designed to prevent tragedies and injustice,
which is a good thing, a positive application; but
true accomplishment comes from giving of
ourselves over and above what is required by the
Law. The Law provides the structure, but Love "Herein is our love made perfect, that we may
gives Life!
have boldness in the day of judgment: because
( Page 5 )
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as He is, so are we in this world… If a man say,
I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar:
for he loveth not his brother whom he hath seen,
how can he love God whom he hath not seen??
And this commandment have we from Him, that
he who loveth God loveth his brother also." -- I
John 4:17-21.

exceed what He accomplished on this plane!!!
Is this not something to look forward to?
Only the White Race has been able to construct
a society on the ideals of individual liberty and
personal responsibility, reflecting the same
ideals as the Bible. The Magna Carta, Common
Law, Trial by Jury, the Constitution of the
United States are examples of our ability––––to create societies in which government
(responsibility) preserves liberty for the
individual.

From this perspective of the organic unity of the
Body of Christ, the Gospel of Personal Salvation
is thus seen to be very worldly, self-cantered and
self-absorbed, contrary to the Spirit of the Holy
Scriptures! It is self-help psychology, wrapped
in tinsel and packaged in trite, Christian- All other societies are based on regimentation
sounding slogans.
and dictatorship. In fact, our Declaration of
Independence declares that our rights are derived
We Israelites have to think racially and from God, not from government. Now, we have
organically, as well as individually. We have to to appeal to Yahweh once again for deliverance.
be able to put aside our personal differences in He will do this for His Remnant, if the Remnant
order to bring forth the Kingdom. This goal is will simply ask Him. But, this must be done in
both biological and spiritual, and exclusive to unison, as a family! He is patiently waiting for
US. We all want to be social beings. So, let’s do us to get our act together and make our enquiry.
it Yahweh’s Way, according to His established
order.
"Thus saith Yahweh Elohim; I will yet for this
reason be enquired of by the house of Israel, to
Using the Law as the bedrock for our do it for them." (Ezek. 36:37.)
civilization, we can achieve greatness through
service, by living for each other, not just for Are we ready to ask for His intervention? Or are
ourselves. A law-abiding citizenry that has as we so focused on "self-reliance" that we have
much respect for each other as they do for become distant from Him, forgetting Him
themselves will accomplish
altogether?
miracles. For us, personal
reward is directly related to
Just as the Old Covenant was
personal sacrifice, for the good
given to Israel exclusively
of the organic whole. By giving
through Moses, the New
ourselves up for the good of the
Covenant was given exclusively
Body, we will be fulfilled.
to Israel through the Messiah.
Therefore, Christianity, not
We thrive on teamwork and
Judaism, is the TRUE FAITH of
mutual
accomplishment,
the Bible.
thereby
unleashing
our
individual talents for the good
The impostor’s time is just about
of the Whole. This is how
up; and True Israel must prepare
greatness is achieved; and this is how the itself for the Second Coming. The New
unimaginable is achieved! The smug, self- Jerusalem, as explained in the 21st chapter of
satisfied Israelite is a lost soul, though he may Revelation, is NOT the literal city of Jerusalem,
be a keeper of the Law!
as it is very clearly described as descending
down from heaven. This feat cannot be done by
Here is how Jesus puts it in Matt. 11:11: "Verily a literal city. Describing this "great city," Verse
I say unto you, Among them that are born of 12 tells us it,
women there hath not risen a greater than John
the Baptist: notwithstanding he that is least in "—had a wall great and high, and had twelve
the Kingdom of Heaven is greater than he." Can gates, and at the gates twelve angels, and names
any of us say that we are greater than John the written thereon, which are the names of the
Baptist? Yet, in the Kingdom, all of us shall Twelve Tribes of the Children of Israel."
( Page 6 )
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Now, tell me, does this symbolism of the number
twelve apply to all races? We, the literal children
of Israel, are the Bride of Christ. (Verse 9.) It
would be against Yahweh’s Law for His Son to
marry a woman of another race.
A corollary of the earlier quotation from II
Esdras is contained in the Book of Revelation:
"Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of
Satan, Which Say They Are Judah, and are not,
but Do Lie; behold, I will make them to Come
and Worship before Thy Feet and to know that
I have loved thee." (Rev. 3:9)

trying to explain, ISRAEL, and only Israel. Like
the Canaanite woman who also knelt before
Jesus and acknowledged Him and His kinsmen
as her masters, so will the Jews acknowledge us
in the last day, if they desire to be healed. The
alternative is destruction. (Zech. 14:21, Ob. 18.)
Yahweh is infinite in His Patience and Mercy
with those who are guileless, but He has declared
the Judgment Day to be His limit for unrepentant
evildoers, who are full of guile. As far as I’m
concerned, He has been far too patient!

It does not say all humans will worship before
each other’s feet. The context is, as I have been

To be continued OS23003

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Deuteronomy Part 14
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
woods 3293 to hew 2404 trees 6086, and he
wields 5080 with his hand an axe 1631 to cut
down 3772 the tree, and drops off 5394 the iron
axe head 1270 from the handle 6086, and hits
4672 his neighbor 7453, and he dies; he shall
flee 5127 to one of these cities, and live:
6. lest 6435 pursue 7291 the kinsman avenger
1350 of blood 1818 the slayer 7523, while hot
3179 is his heart 3824 with anger, and overtake
5381 him, because long 7235 is the way 1870,
1. When has cut off 3772 Yahweh Eloheycha the and he smites his being; and it is not 369 just
nations that Yahweh Eloheycha gives to you for 4941 that he die 4191, for he had not hated 8130
their land, and you dispossess 3423 them and him in times 8032 past 8543.
dwell in their cities, and their houses,
7. Upon this I command you, saying, ‘Three
2. three cities you shall set apart to you in the cities you shall set apart.’
midst of your land, that Yahweh Eloheycha give
8. And if enlarges 7337 Yahweh Eloheycha your
you to possess.
borders 1366, as He swore 7650 to your
3. You shall prepare 3559 a way, and divide into forefathers, and gives you all the land that He
three parts 8027 the territory 1366 of your land, spoke of to give your forefathers;
that gives you to inherit 5157 Yahweh
Eloheycha, to be a place for fleeing 5127 there 9. for you shall observe 8104 all these
commandments 4687 and do them, that I
for all slayers 7523.
command this day, to love 157 Yahweh
4. And this is the matter of the slayer which shall Eloheycha, and walk in His Way 1870 all the
flee there, that he may live: whoever smites days; you shall add 3254 three more cities,
5221 to death another without 1097 knowledge besides these three.
1847, whom he has not hated 8130 in times
10. There shall not be poured out 8210 the blood
8032 past 8543;
of innocents 5355 within 7130 your land, that
5. As a man goes with another 7453 into the Yahweh Eloheycha gives you as an inheritance,

Chapter 19
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and upon you is blood guilt 1818.

CHAPTER 19 NOTES

11. but if it is that the man hated his neighbor,
and lies in wait 693, and rises up 6965 upon
him, and smites his being so he dies, and flees
into one of these cities:

Chapter 19 is simple, common sense law. The
innocent have a safe refuge if they accidentally
kill someone, and a deliberate murderer gets
turned over to the victim‘s family for execution.
False witnesses get the same punishment they
12. then shall send 7971 the elders 2205 of his tried to cause to their kinsman by "framing him"
own city and take 3947 him from there, and give with their lies. What perfect justice this is under
him into the hand of the kinsman avenger of Yahweh's Law! Why have we allowed this to be
blood, so he may die.
changed?
13. No pity 2347 shall be in your eyes upon him,
References Chapter
and you shall remove the blood guilt of the
innocent from Yis'rael, that it be well 2896 with
Verses 1-3 -Josh. 20:1-9;
you.

19

14. You shall not move 5253 the boundary 1366 Verse 2 – Deut. 4:41-43;
of your neighbor 7453, which was set 1379
before times 7223 in your inheritance 5159, that Verse 14 – Deut. 27:17;
you shall inherit 5157 in the land that Yahweh
Verse 15 – Num. 35:30; Deut. 17:6; Matt. 18:16;
Eloheycha gives you to possess 3423.
John 8:17; 2 Cor. 13:1; 1 Tim. 5:19; Heb. 10:28;
15. There shall not rise up one witness against a Verse 21 – Ex. 21:23-25; Lev. 24:20; Matt. 5:38.
man for any iniquity 5771, or any sin 2403, of
all sins 2399 that he sins 2398: by the mouth
6310 of two 8147 witnesses, or by the mouth of
three 7969 witnesses, shall rise up the matter.

Chapter 20

16. If rise up witnesses harmful 2555 against a
man to answer 6030 in defection 5627:
17. then shall stand 5975 both the men that have
controversy 7389 before Yahweh, before the
priests and the judges, which shall be in those
days;
18. and shall inquire 1875 the judges well 3190:
and behold, if the witness is a false 8267
witness, and has answered falsely against his
kinsman;
1. When you go forth to battle 4421 against your
hated enemies, and see horses and chariots, a
19. then you shall do to him that which he had people more numerous than you, do not fear
planned 2161 to do to his kinsman. So you shall them: because Yahweh Eloheycha is with you,
remove 1197 wickedness 7451 from among you. that brought you up from the land of Mits'rayim.
20. And those that remain 7604 shall hear, and 2. And it shall be, when you come near 7126 to
fear, and shall not again do anymore this the battle, that shall approach 5066 the priest
wickedness among you.
and speak to the people,
21. And shall not pity 2347 your eye 5869; life 3. and shall say to them, "Hear, Yisrael! You
5315 for life, eye 5869 for eye, tooth 8127 for approach 7131 this day to battle against your
tooth, hand 3027 for hand, foot 7272 for foot.
hated enemies: do not be fearful 7390 in your
hearts 3824, do not 408 fear 3372, and do not
flee 2648, and do not be terrified 6206 of their
( Page 8 )
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presence;

Eloheycha to you.

4. for Yahweh Eloheychem walks 1980 with 15. Thus you shall do to all the cities very 3966
you, to fight 3898 for you against your hated far off 7350 from you, which are not of the cities
enemies, to deliver 3467 you.
of these nations.
5. And shall speak the officers 7860 to the
people, saying , "What man is there that has
built 1129 a new 2319 house, and has not
dedicated 2596 it? Let him go to return to his
house, lest he die in battle, and another man
dedicates it.

16. But of the cities of the cursed seedline
people, these that Yahweh Eloheycha gives to
you for an inheritance, nothing shall live 2421
of all that breathes 5397:

17. but you shall utterly destroy 2763/2763
them; namely the Chittiy 2850, the Emoriy 567,
6. And what man has planted 5193 a vineyard the Kenaaniy 3669, the Perizziy 6522, the
3754, and has not eaten of it 2490? Let him go Chiwwiy 2348, and the Yebusiy 2983, as that
and return to his house, lest he die in battle, and which commanded to you Yahweh Eloheycha:
another man eats of it.
18. so that they do not teach 3925 you to do all
7. And what man has betrothed 781 a wife, and their abominations 8441 that they do for
has not taken 3947 her? Let him go, and return eloheyhem 430, and you sin against 2398
to his house, lest he die in battle, and another Yahweh Eloheychem.
man takes her."
8. And the officers shall speak further 3254 to
the people, and they shall say, "What man is
fearful 3373 and weak 7390 of heart 3824? Let
him go and return to his house, lest his
kinsmen's hearts melt 4549 as his heart."
9. And it shall be, when have made an end 3615
the officers of speaking to the people, that they
shall appoint 6485 commanders 8269 of the
19. When you lay siege upon a city for a long
armies 6635 to lead 7218 the people.
time, in making war upon it to capture 8610 it,
10. When you come near to a city to fight you shall not destroy 7843 the fruit bearing trees
of it by bringing against them an axe 1631: for
against it, proclaim 7121 to it peace 7965.
you may eat of them, and shall not cut them
11. And it shall be, if peace they answer you, down. Is the tree of the field an adam 120 to go
and it opens 6605 to you, then it shall be, all the before 6440 you as siege works 4692?
people found in it shall become forced laborers
20. Only the trees which you know are not trees
4522, and shall serve 5647 you.
for food 3978, you shall destroy by cutting
12. But if it will not make peace with you, but down; and you shall build siege works against
will do battle with you, then you shall lay siege the city that does war against you until it is
brought down.
6696 upon it.

CHAPTER 20 NOTES
13. And when gives Yahweh Eloheycha the city
into your hand, you shall smite all the males
2138 with the edge of the sword,
Chapter 20 is all about battles. There are two
different types of cities that Yisrael would have
14. but the women, and the little ones 2945, and to deal with. The first are non-cursed-seedline
the beasts 929, and all that is in the city, all the cities, in which they have a chance for peace. If
spoil 7998 of it, you shall plunder 962 for they choose peace, they will become servants to
yourself; and you shall eat of the spoil of your Yisrael, and do forced labor. If they did not
hated enemies 341, which has given Yahweh choose peace, only the men would be killed, but
( Page 9 )
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not the women and children. The second type of
city is that of the cursed-seedline people. All of
the cursed-seedline people were to be killed,
including the women and children.
All their possessions, and livestock were to be
spoils of war for Yisrael. Yahweh did not want
the pure Adamic bloodline of Yisrael mixed
with racial aliens, nor for them to learn and
adopt the pagan worship practices of the alien
people. Yisrael did not completely wipe out
these people, and the resulting mixture plagues
us yet today.

The pretenders that call themselves Jews are of
mixed seedline, and have adopted Babylonian
Talmudism as their "religion". Much of the
Talmud goes entirely contrary to Scripture, and
it is a bunch of "rabbinical commandments" of
men. Yahshua Messiah reviled these mixedseedliners for this, as they had infiltrated even
the priesthood in those days. Only pureblood
Yisrael is Yisrael, and any mixing disqualifies
that individual from the name Yisrael, as it is a
polluting of the Holy Seedline.

To be Continued

Christian Jews? (Part 2)
By
Willie Martin
with this. The Lord states:
"And I will cause you to pass under the rod, and
I will bring you into the bond of the covenant."
(Ezekiel 20:37)
The flat statement that "the Anglo‑Saxons are a
mixed race" is another wholly erroneous
argument. They are no more "mixed" than were
the original sons of Jacob, with their different
mothers. This idea smacks of racial
mongrelisation propaganda which is a
subversive endeavour on the part of those
E ARE REMINDED OF THE leading their influence to it to frustrate God's
NATURE OF GOD'S QUARREL plan concerning His people
with His people of the House of
Israel when they first went into Assyrian The Jews, on the other hand, are a bastard
people; which is the result of the mixing of True
captivity. He said to them then:
Israelites with the other races and peoples of the
"And when you say, ‘We will be like the nations, Earth. Which has been going on since the
the races of the land, in serving wood and stone,' beginning of time, even before there were
what you have in mind shall not be." (Ezekiel Israelites. But for clarity lets start with Esau and
his Canaanite wives; Judah and his Canaanite
20:32, Smith & Goodspeed Translation)
wife; the Israelites who came back from the
They were saying then that they preferred to be Babylonian captivity and their non‑Israel wives.
like the other races even to the adoption of their Therefore, in all honesty, it must be admitted that
some Jews have Israelite blood in them, but that
customs and practices. But god said:
does not mean they are Israel. For the Khazars
"As I live, saith the Lord God, surely with a who comprise most of Jewry today are NOT in
mighty hand, and with a stretched out arm, and any way related to the Israelites by blood or any
with fury poured out, will I rule over you." other means.
(Exodus 20:33)
The records of the early Irish Chronicles
Apparently some are still reluctant to divorce disprove the claim that the Coronation Stone
themselves from thinking they are non‑Israelites, which rested in the Coronation Chair in
but we have God's word for it that He will deal Westminster Abby, until recently, originated in

W
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Scotland. It is a known fact of history that this
Stone came to Scotland from Ireland and
sufficient proof of its antiquity is set forth in the
book "The Stone of History," in the
Documentary Studies, Vol. 1, pages 265‑283.
This evidence is ignored by the writer of The
Sunday School Times article.

Dr. Gartenhaus takes the position that there is no
Scriptural evidence supporting the view of the
distinction between the Northern Kingdom, or
House of Israel, and the two tribes of the
Southern Kingdom, or House of Judah. He says:
"As concerning the claim that there is a
distinction between the two and the House of
Israel , my reply is that there is not a single
Scripture supporting such a view."

Actually to claim there is no evidence in the
Bible of a distinction between the House of Israel
and the remainder of the tribes of Israel,
regardless of whether the name "Judah" or
"Israel" was applied to them, demonstrates either
ignorance of the facts or a desire to falsify the
record. It is a well‑known fact of Biblical history
that, even when united in Palestine, the
distinction between the House of Israel and the
rest of Israel was so marked that Biblical writers
have fond it necessary to take this into
Dr. Gartenhaus bases his refection of the true consideration.
origin of this Stone on a microscopic
examination of particles of accumulated dust There was not a ruler in all Israel who did not
removed from it when it was being cleaned, have to take this distinction into account;
which seemed to identify it with the territory otherwise, he would have been confronted with
near Scone in Scotland.
major political difficulties: "Following the death
of Saul, the men of Judah came o David and
We know that the stone did rest for many anointed him king over the House of Judah.
hundreds of years in Scotland, having been Afterward David was informed of what the men
brought there from Ireland. The articles of dust of Jabesh‑gilead had done in burying Saul and
gathered from the Stone in the process of he sent a message to them, commending them
cleaning it could very readily have for their for the kindness they had shown toward their
origin the Scottish location where the Stone had former king.
remained for so many centuries.
"Another, the captain of Saul's army, took
But there is another fact completely ignored by Ish‑bosheth, Saul's son, and made him king over
the Doctor. There are two iron rings connected eleven tribes (2 Samuel 2:8‑10), but the House
by short chains fastened to both ends of this of Judah pledged their loyalty to David. This
Stone. What is the explanation of the fact that distinction between the two houses is clearly
these rings are worn very thin as a result of the marked in the Scriptures long before the time of
Stone being carried for a long time, evidently the division of the Kingdom when the House of
swinging on staves run through them?
Israel revolted from the rule of the House of
David after Rehoboam, Solomon's son, came to
We know such an extensive journey was never the throne.
accomplished in Ireland, Scotland or England
where the Stone has been since Jeremiah landed "When Saul was seeking the life of David, the
with Tea Tephi on the shores of Ireland, bringing same distinction was made between the armies
this Stone with them.
of Judah and the armies of Israel. This separation
between Israel and Judah is further emphasized
If this Stone is indeed the Stone of Jacob, then in the record of the length of David's reign, for
the rings were worn thin during the forty years the account states that he reigned over the House
it was carried in the wilderness journey from of Judah for seven years and six months in
Egypt to the Promised Land.
Hebron and afterward over all Israel for
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thirty‑three year." (2 Samuel 5:5; Promagenesis,
"Now these are the children of the province that
p. 443)
went up out of the captivity, of those which had
been carried away, Whom Nebuchadnezzar the
King of Babylon Had Carried Away Unto
Babylon, and came again unto Jerusalem and
Judah, every one unto his city."
The House of Israel was carried away into
Assyrian captivity, not by Nebuchadnezzar but
by Shalmanezer, King of Assyria. That there
were no tribes from the ten tribes of the House
of Israel in the returning remnant, other than the
tribe of Benjamin, is shown by the statement:
Even after David became King of all Israel, he
experienced some difficulty in overcoming the
prejudices still existing between the two
branches of Israel. Eventually, King Rehoboam,
the son of Solomon (above), was unable to heal
the breach that led the House of Israel to revolt
from his rule.
As an example given by Dr. Gartenhaus on
which he lays much stress in an effort to show
that all twelve tribes (actually 13, which shows
that Dr. Gartenhaus never really studied the
scriptures) of Israel returned to Palestine in the
time of Ezra and Nehemiah is the sacrifice
offered by the remnant that returned. The
account states:

"Now when the adversaries of Judah and
Benjamin heard that the children of the captivity
builded the temple." (Ezra 4:1)
It does not mention adversaries of Ephraim,
Manasseh, Gad or any of the other tribes of the
House of Israel, for none of these tribes were
present. It has been pointed out elsewhere that a
few "families" of the Northern Kingdom of Israel
did remain with the Southern Kingdom of Judah,
but this in no way evidenced a "tribal" return of
the House of Israel at that time. As a matter of
fact, the article titled "What Saith the
Scriptures?" points out why it was absolutely
impossible for the House of Israel to return to
the land of Palestine.

Dr. Gartenhaus next makes a sweeping statement
that the prophets use the terms "Israel" and
"Judah" interchangeably and that the terms
"Jacob," "Israel" and "Judah" are used
synonymously. Here is an example of the
The Doctor assumes that, because the sacrifice necessity to "search the Scriptures," making a
called for a bullock for each one of the twelve "study" of God's Written Word rather than
tribes, all twelve tribes must therefore be present. limiting oneself to a cursory reading of the Bible.
The Bible, however, does not sustain such a
contention, for when only a part of Israel offered What the Doctor overlooks is that the term
a sacrifice unto the God of Israel, that sacrifice "Israel" can be applied to all the "tribes" and to
had to represent every tribe in the offering made each individual "tribe," for all were Israelites.
However, the qualification of the name "Israel"
even though all the tribes were not present.
by the use of the term "House of" can only be
This was true in the instance above quoted, for applicable to the Northern Kingdom. In the
Ezra states that present at that sacrifice were the House of Israel there is no "tribe" of Judah.
children of those who had been carried away into Nevertheless, Judah can be called Israel without
Babylonian captivity; therefore there were no the designation "House of," for Judah is a part
"tribes" of the House of Israel present other than of all Israel.
the tribe of Benjamin.
The House of Judah was made up of the
Chapter 2 of Ezra lists those who returned form remaining Israel tribes which were not included
in the House of Israel. Bear in mind that any of
Babylon and states in the first verse:
"Also the children of those that had been carried
away, which were come out of the captivity,
offered burnt offerings unto the God of Israel,
twelve bullocks for all Israel." (Ezra 8:35)
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the tribes of the House of Israel may be
designated as Israel, but no tribe singly can be
designated as the "House of Israel," for that term
signifies the Northern Kingdom as a specific
entity. There is not one instance in the Scriptures
where the terms "House of Israel" and "House
of Judah" are used interchangeably.
Here Dr. Gartenhaus' "case in point" falls to
pieces. He quotes 2 Chronicles 19:1 which states
that Jehoshaphat was king of Judah; then 2
Chronicles 21:2 which mentions Jehoshaphat as
king of Israel. But let us examine the
surrounding verses which form the context of 2
Chronicles 21:2. Just four verses previously, in
2 Chronicles 20:35, this statement is made:

"And after this did Jehoshaphat king of Judah
join himself with Ahaziah king of Israel, who
did very wickedly."
Were Ahaziah and Jehoshaphat both kings of
Israel at the same time? Obviously not, or the
above quoted verse makes no sense whatever.
What is the correct explanation? Simply this, that
Jehoshaphat was King of Judah, but because
Judah was a part of all Israel, it could be said that
he was an Israelite king. Israel was the all
inclusive term; Judah was not.

To be continued OS14801

God’s Plan For Germany
Adam De Witt
ADAM DE WITT was born of emigrant parents
who huddled many a night under the stairs of
their town house whilst bombs rained down,
laying waste their once lovely city. At the age of
eleven his family was again on the move, leading
to a life of dwelling in several countries and
visiting many others besides. In all he visited 30
lands, studying their histories and gaining first
hand experiences of how the world “ticks”.
His higher education was in European colleges
and his early career was in Europe’s film
industry where he experienced unusually hidden
matters for the first time.

T

HIS BOOK IS A MUST FOR ALL
THOSE WHO HAVE LEARNT
THE
BRITISH
ISRAELITE
STANCE AS TO THE ISRAELITE, ask,
namely, what part has the German folk?

Although his forefathers were Christians, his
parents were typical of the between-war
generation for whom Christianity made way for
socialism Brought up as a socialist, evolutionist
and humanist, Adam never even saw a Bible
until his late twenties.

This book is all the more markworthy for those
whose outlook is shaped by the Armstrong's
World Wide Church of God. Some may be
shocked whilst others may be thrilled to learn of
God's Plan for the Germans in his time spell
(history).

Upon returning to Australia he settled down to
raise a family. Christianity came to his door by
way of numerous zealots doing their evangelical
rounds. He listened to what they had to say and
became curious to see what other denominations
had to say. He soon found that they all seemed to
disagree with each other and none seriously
This book was first printed in German for a understood or studied the Holy Writ enough to
German readership and is thus written in the overcome their differences. It wasn’t long before
setting of, “we," “us” or “our” German culture, he was confronted with British Israelitism. Yet
here too he found some short- comings. That led
time spell and so forth…
( Page 13 )
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to Identity, but here too there were differences of
understanding and attitude.

It became clear that Christianity is a growing
process, for although God’s will and plan is
fixed, we as a people are not; we need to grow
and throw out the wrong and hold fast to the
truth.

Identity Crisis
For many Germans, to delve into history, to find
a future direction is something to fear. They have
a fear of being labelled a Neo Nazi or a Nazi
apologist because of WWII. But wait. German
history goes back further than WWII. Nor should
WWII be seen as the climax of the German
character when faced by a crisis. No. I am not
going to explain the war away or give an opinion
on it directly. But we must clear the air and our
minds, before we can truly evaluate our destiny.
So, before we delve into our role in the world,
let’s get one thing straight. Germans are not war
mongers. Statistically we are not. On the whole
our history has been one of the most peaceful in
Europe and the most culturally rich.
Over a period of 1200 years, Germany has been
involved in less wars than any of its neighbours
and/or rivals.

When the statistics are broken down into
percentages the list of nation’s war involvements
GERMANY STANDS ON THE EDGE OF A reads as follows:
NEW CENTURY, a fact that means many
Poland (Polen)
58%
things for many people. The ultimate question
England (England)
56%
of where we are going can only be truly
France (Frankreich)
50%
answered with the benefit of hindsight in the
Russia (Rußland)
46%
future. That would be hard to do unless we could
Netherlands
(Holland
44%
all have future insight. For most of us that is a
Italy (Italien)
36%
luxury not available, therefore we need some
Germany
(Deutsche
Staaten)
28%
guidelines.
Halbrecht Cathedral

When walking a highway, you would like to
know where it is heading. What if you don’t
know? You will need to rely on fixed points and
the most helpful would be the starting point. At
least if you know where it came from you would
have a pretty sound idea where it is leading to,
in combination with other details.
This principle is being understood by many
people around the world in their effort to
strengthen their society, and thereby ensuring
their future. Likewise, this principle would be
very helpful for the future of Germany. So, with
that in mind we should seek out our roots.
Germans have tried just about everything from
Communism to Nazism to Social Democracy,
Unification, the third way and so forth, yet
some-thing still is amiss. Maybe we’ve looked
to the wrong experts.

The problem is, some of the wars we have been
involved in, were within living memory.
Therefore we must keep things in perspective
and not lose sight of the fact we are a people with
a thrilling destiny. In fact, there is an ancient
prophecy stating that although nations shall
overcome us (as experienced at the end of the
war) we shall overcome in the end.
This prophecy is, of all places, in the Bible. Later
on, we will discover where. With that in mind
we can now begin to uncover hidden historical
truths, withheld from our folk for too long.
GERMANY IS IN THE HEART OF
EUROPE, the "wilderness made ready of god"
by the Abrahamic 'Voortrekkers' (pioneers), the
Kelts, so that later waves of Saxon-Israelites
could found new lands in a tilled area. (Rev
12:6)
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The wilderness of Rev 12:14 was not made ready
or tilled, it is made up of the settlements that
became the Americas, Zuid Afrika, Sud West
Africa, Australia, New Zealand and so forth. Out
of Europe's 'Heart' came the world's greatest
architects, the greatest composers, the greatest
scientists and the greatest minds of the
Reformation. Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and the once German region, the Netherlands,
together, make up the most comely and the most
lovely Israelite lands on earth despite the ghastly
stains of modernism, multiracialism and the
shattering of war.

The Paper Curtain

Those who do not understand it or those who
fear it, call it Racism, Cultism, Hatred,
Unbiblical,
Anglo-Israelitism,
White
Supremacy, Heresy and New Anti-Semitism.
Yet many are saying and teaching that it is Truth,
that it can be proved historically,
archaeologically and Biblically.

Identifying Heirs and Why
Picture a tramp sleeping down in a back alley.
One day a solicitor finds him and asks if the
tramp is the man he is looking for. The tramp
can prove that he is. It turns out that the tramp is
a long-lost grandson of a King that left his estate
and Kingdom to him. Do you think identifying
the tramp would make a difference to his life?
Are other tramps entitled to the future by his
birthright? Clearly the difference is very real and
only this tramp receives the blessings that come
from being an heir.
It is the difference between living in a cardboard
box or a palace. Identifying a people correctly
makes a difference in their national mental
outlook that translates into national performance,
not just on an economic level, but also morally.

The Berlin Wall
Those withholding the information are aware of
the ramifications for our nation should it become
widespread knowledge. At the end of this
account you too will know why the world’s best
kept secret is so suppressed. Just as the Berlin
wall came down, so too will the paper curtain
come down. No, I am not going to get into the
holocaust debate.
The paper curtain of misinformation that has
beguiled millions of people, particularly since
the late 18 hundreds is beginning to rip. This
booklet will speed up the shredding process

The Flame
There is a truth like a flame that is spreading
from land to land, to conservative groups, to
patriot groups, from church to church, quietly
crossing denominational lines and often bypassing church leaders. The teaching crosses
political ideologies. Many study groups are
accepting it, as are many archaeologists,
historians and secretly, many politicians. It is
being called “Israelite Identity" and has
absolutely nothing to do with Judaism.

Many trendy ‘intellectuals’ hate the word
morality. Yet morality governs more than sexual
behaviour; it’s the difference between suicide or
living to live and even procreate on a personal
as well as a national level.
So, let’s begin to identify who we are…
At school we are taught we come from a bunch
of barbarians who came into Europe as part of a
mass folk migration from the east, moving West
and Northwest. Keep the following in mind.
Barbarian, despite modern ideas, does not mean
a slob or crude fellow. It was a term that meant,
‘one who does not speak Greek or Latin.’ The
barbarians were often descendants of refugees
or people migrating. Refugees or migrants can
be seen to lack sophistication because they are
in transit, just like a back packer. Our forefathers
in Roman times were in transit, they were
pioneers carrying out their culture in a
wilderness. But their forefathers were very
civilised and cultured from whence they
migrated. Like the American pioneers who came
from cultured lands, they had to start afresh in a
wilderness with very little means.
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To the British they were ‘barbarians’. They lived
rough and ready. Yet their bloodline, (like the
British) was European. The American
‘barbarism’ was not due to the people being
crude, but rather, the sophisticated and culturally
rich pioneers had to live crudely because they
were in the wilderness. It is therefore not a case
that pioneers are uncultured, rather they have to
start with nothing and try to recreate their culture.
The early Europeans who lived outside the
‘world’ or dominion of Rome were pioneers. The
aim of a pioneer is not to become a barbarian.
The aim is to recreate the culture left behind but
without (what is seen by the pioneer) as
intolerable decadence, corruption or a lack of
morality. Indeed, most early American pioneers
were made up of Christian sects that opted to live
a higher moral standard than they felt was
possible in their land of birth.

America was settled by Puritans, Mennonites,
Quakers, Huguenots, Amish and so on. Can we
then liken these folk to the early Europeans, who
lived outside the empire of Rome? Certainly,
Roman culture was highly decadent and thrived
on fleshly passions ranging from gluttony to all
manner of sexual activity to ultimate fleshly
pursuits ending in spectator viewed deaths.
The Romans were keen to write gruesome
accounts of the Celts and Germanics, yet much
of this was propaganda or exaggeration, even
perverted romanticism to suit various aims. By
and large the Celts and Germanics had strong
moral codes. They were highly religious. An
ancient text proves the origin of their religion to
be founded in the Old Testament and that the
reason for migrating in the first place was to
leave a morally corrupt civilisation, (more on
that later)

To be Continued

Jews Boast That New Bible Translation
Proves Christ Imposter
Article from
The Cross and The Flag June, 1958

T

WO THOUSAND YEARS OF
CONFLICT BETWEEN JUDAISM
AND CHRISTIANITY may be
approaching a conclusion with the triumph of
the Jewish version of Holy Writ, according to
the Jewish scholar Chaim Lieberman, in his new
book The Christianity of Sholem Asch.

While he lauds the new Biblical interpretations
of Christian modernism, Mr Lieberman lashes
out in savage fury at the Jewish writer, Sholem
Asch, whom he calls "a desecrator, a misleader
and seducer, a traitor to all that is most precious
and holy, a corrupter of the house of Israel, an
incendiary of the Holy Temple."

The sin of Sholem Asch, in the eyes of Mr.
Liberman, was that he treated empathetically
"the principle of Jesus' divinity, the keystone of
Christian fundamentalism. The Christological
works of Asch, "The Nazarene,” "Many" and
"The Apostle" are dissected and denounced as
Mr. Lieberman continues to write chapter after
Quoting from Mr. Lieberman's book “The chapter in an angry and argumentative mood.
Revised Standard of the Holy Bible sponsored
by the National Council of Churches of Christ Placed in juxtaposition with recent Christian
in the United States of America and published writing, such as the current Apostles of Discord
in 1952, has changed the word ‘virgin’ to ‘young by Ralph L. Roy, "The Christianity of Sholem
woman’ in the much disputed verse in Isaiah. Asch" takes on a significance unrelated to its
Thus an eminent group of Christian scholars at literary merit. Endorsed by Bishop G. Bromley
long last have bowed to the truth and yielded to Oxinam, "Apostles of Discord," states the case
for the revised version, with its more elastic
the Jewish point of view."
translation, identified by Mr. Lieberman as "the
Christianity, according to Mr. Lieberman, has
always been based upon "erroneous translations
from the Bible." Christian moderns, however,
are "slowly but surely yielding" to the Jewish
translation and abandoning 'the notion that their
saviour is virgin born," he says.
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"To me, an English public school is ipso facto
Christian, since England is a Christian country;
and in my opinion it is absurd and even
impertinent to send Jewish children to it ... The
most ardent champion of Judaism cannot deny
that fundamentally, Judaism is anti-Christian."
Jewish World, March 3, 1923
Article from "Tulsa Daily World"
October 4, 1953
Are we all from the same racial family? Study
the racial differences between Aryans and Jews
Jewish point of view." At the same time there is and you decide. “Aryans and Jews: A Study in
the injection of personalities, with a select list of Racial differences” 200 photos $10.00 New
fundamentalists, those which Mr. Lieberman Christian Crusade.
calls "Bible believers," subjected to criticism. In
essence, the cleavage which exists in Jewish and
Christian circles, seems to bring the Christian
The End OS14644
modernist and the Jew closer together."

Letters and Views

Letter to Cressida Dick Metropolitan
Police Commissioner
Coming of Age

Subject Matt Hancock

Sir___, It is perhaps indicative of trends in
British society that the widely accepted time for
coming of age has been altered from twenty-one
years to eighteen. This change is from the
traditional trinity of sevens (7+7+7=21) to a new
combination of three sixes (6+6+6=18).

Sir____, I understand you have said that cancer
treatment might go on hold until Covid is under
control. This will mean cancer patients will be
refused lifesaving treatment. That means many
will die when, if treated, they could live a full
and active life for many more years.

While the former practice was measured in
whole weeks of perfect numbers (7’s), the latter
is measured in the number of man (6), and is
reminiscent of 666 — “the mark of the beast”.

Now we know you are not medically qualified
and when it comes to medical matters and in
particular Covid, you have not the faintest idea
what you are talking about.

The change has not been accompanied by an
increase in wisdom or righteousness. Quite the
opposite, as recent years have seen a rising tide
of lawlessness and immorality in our nation.
Yours Truly, JB, Ireland.

It is equally clear you have no legal training or
you would know that if as a result of a conscious
decision on your part someone dies, that is a
definition of murder. If the decision is as a result
of stupidity, then that is a definition of
manslaughter.

_________________________
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Now I would put money on the fact a large
number of Her Majesty's thinking subjects would
opt for your stupidity. You, on the other hand,
made it through two prestigious universities not
known for sending stupid people out into the
world. And of course, you would never admit
to being stupid but would claim an intelligence
not yet witnessed by me.
So it is my intention that, as cancer patients die
having been refused treatment on your orders,
to lay the information before the police of an
allegation of murder for everyone who dies
because your decision killed them.

Remember she feared that the test was actually
infecting people. She said hers and several other
co-workers’ noses bled when blowing them for
days after the test. She is terrified. Her head
nurse in her wing was hospitalised and on max
oxygen. 3 other people were sent home the same
day with 103 fevers.
Mind you they were all Perfectly Healthy when
tested. Her entire wing was in quarantine of
course and not one patient or employee was
showing symptoms. They did temp and symptom
checks every time someone came into the building even if they just left for lunch breaks." Yours
truly, Sherry.
_________________________

I would suggest before anyone dies you have a
word with your legal people and then treat all
those people who will die without it on the
grounds that they might catch a glorified flu.
What Matt Hancock has said, amounts to a threat
to kill. Yours Truly, Albert Burgess.
_________________________

Re Covid Testing
Sir_____, What makes a person go against their
beliefs? This is what they are counting on, people
doubting themselves. Authority figures are so
ingrained in us from birth that when push comes
to shove, many of us will cave in. The thought
makes me shiver.
Americans Should Never Again Comply
With Pandemic Lock-down Orders
From Our Irish Correspondent
I suspect he is leaving it to the governors because
I received this today from a friend in South
Carolina:
This was just shared with me from a high school
friend. I am posting this with her permission. Her
niece was not given informed consent prior to
testing. Before any medical procedure, we have
a right to informed consent.
Just following up on my niece's situation at the
nursing home. The National Guard came to her
work and tested all of the employees. She was
about to quit her job because she didn't believe
she should be forced to take the test--she went
against her beliefs and was tested. All of the
employees 2 weeks ago tested negative. 3 days
ago 4 of the employees started showing symptoms, 2 hospitalised, 1 confirmed positive.

_________________________

An Open Letter to Michael Gove
Sir___,Look at this, from the Head of
Conservative Woman, Kathy Gyngell, to
Michael Gove. She might as well accuse him of
mass murder! - Copy below:–
“it is a common view that you and your Cabinet
colleagues are not just crassly incompetent, but
deliberately taking the country down a very bad
route – and that you are doing so after every
citizen has effectively been blindfolded, bound
and gagged by various arms of the state.”
Dear Michael,
I feel I have no choice but to write to you directly
and publicly to say how appalled I am by your
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part in the government’s response to the Covid- airport screening or test and trace – were deemed
19 virus which, in six months, has destroyed the necessary.
country’s economic prospects, and turned us
from a democracy into a dictatorship. For what? The Government’s policy could be summed up
in three words: ‘Wash your hands’. By midFor a non-cure that is far worse than the disease. March, when Neil Ferguson’s prophecy of doom
I have known you long enough (about 10 years, prompted your government’s overnight U-turn
I believe) and well enough to tell you the truth. from ‘herd immunity’ to total lock-down, the
horse had already bolted. The NHS was culpably
Your friends in the mainstream press and at the lax over this period in securing the necessary
Right-leaning think tanks may still be reluctant PPE and testing that would have protected
to do the same. I suspect they dare not offend medical staff, health and care workers.
you because they need to be under the
establishment umbrella. Well, I do not.
Since then the best evidence is that the policies
of lock-down, Stay at Home/Save Lives/Protect
You once told me that you admired my website, the NHS and social distancing have cost at least
The Conservative Woman. What follows is a as many lives as saved and with very cruel
reflection of thousands of our readers and consequences, callously so for the most
contributors’ views. This is not about me or my vulnerable elderly, denying hospital treatment to
family but about our country, the one I thought the group you were meant to be protecting, and,
you valued as much as I do.
it transpires, for mothers-to-be.
You may not personally be responsible for every
decision made in recent months, but you are at
the heart of the Prime Minister’s inner circle and
chief advocate of the government’s coercive and
economically ruinous policy, as you were again
this weekend.

Despite the lack of evidence for it and though
there is now much greater understanding of who
is most at risk from this disease, you have
extended lock-down again and again. Can you
deny the basic facts that for anyone under 50 the
chances of dying from Covid are negligible, or
that the average age of death from Covid at 82.4
years is actually higher than the 81.16 years life
expectancy for the UK as a whole, or that the
vast majority of the population is at little or no
risk?
On Sunday Toby Young, a man whose advice
you once followed, set out ten reasons why a
second lock-down is a truly terrible idea. Please
read them and reconsider your ill-advised threat
of Sunday that the new lock-down in England
could be extended beyond four weeks if the
number of infections does not fall far enough.

People ask me what happened to the Michael
who I have known to be a highly intelligent,
sensitive and attentive listener. I think you – and
Sarah, who is herself admirably forthright – will
be grateful for being made aware of what people
are really thinking and saying about you and
your Cabinet colleagues.
It’s true that every government in the world was
dealt a difficult hand when Covid emerged late
last year. Following a precautionary principle,
as many Asian countries did straight away when
so much remained unknown, would have been
wise. However, no such precautions – whether

How can you continue to treat every British
citizen as though they face a very high risk of
being hospitalised or even dying as a result of
exposure to Covid, when this patently is not
true? And why pretend the NHS is overwhelmed
when the Nightingale hospitals lie empty? And
how, this weekend, could you have bought into
and sold the public such a dodgy Covid deaths
dossier, your so-called ‘realistic worst case’
scenarios that lack any credibility an excuse for
lock-down? Yours truly, Kathy Gyngell.
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An Appreciation

The $100 Bill
Stay with This One. It Is Makes Sense
Sir____, It's a slow day in the small town of
Pumphandle and the streets are deserted. Times
are tough, everybody is in debt, and everybody
is living on credit.
A tourist visiting the area drives through town,
stops at the motel, and lays a $100 bill on the
desk saying he wants to inspect the rooms
upstairs to pick one for the night.
As soon as he walks upstairs, the motel owner
grabs the bill and runs next door to pay his debt
to the butcher. (Stay with this..... and pay
attention)
The butcher takes the $100 and runs down the
street to retire his debt to the pig farmer. The pig
farmer takes the $100 and heads off to pay his
bill to his supplier, the Co-op.
The guy at the Co-op takes the $100 and runs to
pay his debt to the local prostitute, who has also
been facing hard times and has had to offer her
"services" on credit.
The hooker rushes to the hotel and pays off her
room bill with the hotel Owner. The hotel
proprietor then places the $100 back on the
counter so the traveller will not suspect anything.
At that moment the traveller comes down the
stairs, states that the rooms are not satisfactory,
picks up the $100 bill and leaves.

Sir___,I love getting these types of emails:
These messages are simply Shock and Awe for
me. I've been brought to tears many times. I've
read the bible nearly every day for the 43 years
I've been a Christian. I have had more questions
than answers. I've tried attending churches,
training, studies and seminars. Nothing has ever
made sense until I started reading this site. Now,
I have many answers but still a few questions
such as; is it even possible to trace or know what
tribe I am from? Where are the rest of us who
are becoming aware of our true identity? Plus
others, but for now I'm wondering where the
2520 years of punishment for disobedience
comes from? Thank you for all your labors,
Robert Stevenson

My Reply
Hi. WONDERFUL! Being chosen to see is an
incredible blessing, not many can say that.
Yes, nothing makes sense until you understand
who is who first.
Well, as far as tracing what tribe you are from,
that's not too hard, but it's probably not one tribe.
For example, my parents are both Italian, my
Dad has some French relatives and my Mom's
dad is German/Irish/Scot. So I am from the tribes
of Gad/Napthali/Reuben and Judah. Maybe Levi
too because my dad and his dad were butchers,
hehe.
It's hard to say really, but I have info on my site
that shows which tribes settles which white
nations. You can find these things in the Who's
Who menu. Also look in the Calendar section at
this year's calendar theme, which is the 12 tribes
and their national emblems. See Here.

No one produced anything. No one earned
anything. However, the whole town now thinks
that they are out of debt and there is a false
atmosphere of optimism and glee.
And that, my friends, is how a "government
stimulus package" works! Yours Truly, Alan
Spence, Texas, USA.
_________________________

I'd say you are mostly of Judah. Stevenson is
Scottish/English/German. See Here
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you prove that white is white and black is black,
you still cannot change the basic perception and
the logic of behaviour. In other words, these
people... the process of demoralization is
complete and irreversible. Bezmenov (KGB
2520 years punishment (7 x 360). This began defector) Posted by K H., West Midlands, UK.
in 745 BC with the Assyrian invasion and ended
__________________________
with the regathering of the tribes of Israel in
Alex Exposes The Churches’
1776, the birth of America.
Leviticus 26:18 And if you will not yet for all
this hearken unto Me, then I will punish you
seven times more for your sins.

aaaaaaa

Look in Slide-show section too for Israel's
migration series.

Duplicity in Supporting The New
World Order

Where are the rest of us?
Scattered among the nations. We really are a
remnant. All I can say is you can find most of
us at Eurofolk Radio and other platforms that
teach the identity message.
Just stick with it and Yah will lead you to where
you need to go and who you need to meet. Yah
Click on the above picture to view Alex
bless, Rob.
giving an excellent speech on the
__________________________

churches’ duplicity in supporting the
Government’s false flag pandemic
regulations, supported by Piers Corbyn,
The speech was made outside the
entrance to Lambeth Palace, the official
residence of the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Please pass this on and
especially to any Minister you may know.
Posted by AP, UK.

__________________________

Attempting to Reason
With Demoralised People

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ

They are contaminated; they are programmed
to think and react to certain stimuli in a certain
pattern.
You cannot change their mind[s), even if you
expose them to authentic information, even if

For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Know Who You Are
(Scio te quis sis)
By A Legal Expert
threat, ridicule, rage, and even recesses, in order
to change the jurisdiction, when they know they
are losing, in order to make us admit that we are
the name of the trust. When we do so, we are
deemed to be the trustee––the one liable for
administering the trust. Ergo, until now, it has
been a waste of our time, energy, and emotion
to go to a place where it is almost certain that we
will be stuck with the liability.

M

We all know from our indoctrination,
programming, and schooling that judges are
impartial and have sworn an oath to this effect.
This means he must not favour either plaintiff or
defendant. But, our experience reveals that he
does, indeed, favour the plaintiff, indicating a
glaring conflict of interest––that the prosecutor,
judge, and clerk all work for the state––the
owner of the CQV trust.

Since common law courts no longer exist, we
know that the case never has anything to do with
“facts” or live men and women and so, anyone
who testifies (talks about the facts of the case)
is doomed. ALL courts operate in trust law,
based upon ecclesiastical canon law–– ritualism,
superstition, Satanism, etc.––which manifests as
insidious, commercial law and we are in court
to take the hit, if they can get us to do so. They
use every trick in the book––intimidation, fear,

Since state employees want to be the
beneficiaries of the trust, the only way they can
do so is to transfer, to us, the liability which they
hold, as trustees and executors, because they also
cannot be both the administrators and beneficiary
of the trust. So, trusteeship and executorship, i.e.:
suretyship, becomes a hot potato and everyone
wants to toss it so s/he can be beneficiary of the
credit from the trust.

Here Is How the Lies Start

Y POSITION OF LATE on going
to court has always been: never
voluntarily go to court. Live men and
women are not meant to be in any place designed
solely for the business of fictional entities. When
we attend court, we are deemed dead, in fact,
they cannot deal with us until we admit to being
dead….a legal fiction….a trust. Court is for titled So, as the case is NOT about “justice”, it must
persons: judge, prosecutor, defendant, bailiffs, be about the administration of a trust. They all
cops, and attorneys.
represent the trust owned by the state and, if we
are beneficiary, the only two positions left are
Live men and women are not recognized, so it Trustee and Executor.
makes sense to send in a dead person––an
attorney––to handle our cases …. except for one So, if you detect the judge’s partiality, although
thing: they do not know how the system works, I doubt the case will get this far, you might just
due to their indoctrination. If you can find one want to let them know that you know this.
to do as you say, then you will prevail, but most
of them would rather hang onto their BAR cards If you consider court as entertainment and if you
than behave honourably.
can stand the evil emanating from its officers,
the fear and angst oozing from the walls, and the
The only thing that dead, fictional entities want treacherous atmosphere, then go, knowing that
from us is our life energy, and the only way they under trust law we cannot be the trustee or the
can get it is by our agreement. Without us, they executor of a trust, whilst being beneficiary, as
cannot function, so, they are desperate to get us that would be a conflict. The position of
into court, to have us pay the debt which they beneficiary may lack clout, but the other
created by charging the trust.
positions hold liability.
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Well, the best way is to get us into court and trick
us into unwittingly doing so. But, if we know
what has transpired, prior to our being there, it
is easy to know what to say so that this doesn’t
happen. The court clerk is the hot shot, even
though it appears as if the judge is. The clerk is
the trustee for the CQV owned by the
state/province and it is s/he who is responsible
for appointing the trustee and the executor for a
constructive trust––that particular court case.
When we were born, a trust, called a Cestui Que
Vie Trust (“CQV”) was set-up, for our benefit.
Evidence of this is the birth certificate. But what
is the value which must be conveyed to the trust,
in order to create it? It was our right to property
(via Birth into this world), our body (via the Live
Birth Record), and our souls (via Baptism). Since
the state/province which registered the trust is
the owner, it is also the trustee…. the one that
administers the trust.

So s/he appoints the judge as trustee (the one to
administer the trust) and appoints the prosecutor
as executor of the trust. The executor is
ultimately liable for the charge because it was
s/he who brought the case into court (created the
constructive trust) on behalf of the state/province
which charged the CQV trust. Only an
executor/prosecutor can initiate/create a
constructive trust and we all know the maxim of
law:

Since they, also, wanted to be beneficiary of this
trust, they had to come up with ways to get us,
as beneficiary, to authorize their charging the
trust, allegedly, for our benefit (via our signature
on a document: citation, application, etc.), and
then, temporarily transfer trusteeship, to us,
during the brief time that they want to be the
beneficiary of a particular “constructive” trust.

Whoever creates the controversy holds the
liability and whoever holds the liability must
provide the remedy. This is why all attorneys are
mandated to bring their cheque-books to court
because if it all goes wrong for them…. meaning
either they fail to transfer their liability onto the
alleged defendant, or the alleged defendant does
not accept their offer of liability, then someone
has to credit the trust account in order to off-set
the debt. Since the prosecutor is the one who
issues bogus paper and charges the trust, it is the
Prosecutor/Executor (“PE”) who is in the hotseat.

This means that a trust can be established
anywhere, anytime, and the parties of the trust
are quickly, albeit temporarily, put into place.
But, since a beneficiary cannot charge a trust––
only a trustee can do so––it is the state that
charges the trust, but they do so for their benefit,
not ours (albeit occasionally we do reap some
benefit from that charge but nowhere near the
value which they reap. Think bank loan….. we
reap a minute percentage of what they gain from
our authorization).
So, the only way, under trust law, for them to be
able to charge the trust is to get the authorization
from the beneficiary––us, and the only way for
them to benefit from their charge is to get us to
switch roles––from beneficiary to trustee (the
one responsible for the accounting), and for them
to switch their role––from trustee to beneficiary
because no party can be both, at the same time,
i.e.: within the same constructive trust. They
must somehow trick us into accepting the role
of trustee. Why would we do so when the trust
is for our benefit? …. and how do they manage
to do this?

When the Name (of the trust), e.g.: JOHN DOE,
is called by the Judge aka Administrator aka
Trustee (“JAT”), we can stand and ask, “Are you
saying that the trust which you are now
administrating is the JOHN DOE trust?” This
establishes that we know that the Name is a trust,
not a live man. What’s the JAT’s first question?
“What’s your name?” or “State your name for
the record”.
We must be very careful not to identify with the
name of the trust because doing so makes us the
trustee. What does this tell you about the judge?
If we know that the judge is the trustee, then we
also know that the judge is the Name, but only
for this particular, constructive trust. Now, think
about all the times that JATs have become so
frustrated by our refusal to admit to being the
Name that they issue a warrant and then, as soon
as the man leaves, he is arrested. How idiotic is
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that? They must feel foolish for saying, “John
Doe is not in court so I’m issuing a warrant for
his arrest” and then, the man whom they just
admitted is NOT there is arrested because he IS
there.

we collapse the presumption that the trust has
value. They are operating in fraud––something
we’ve always known, but now we know how
they do it. Our having exposed their fraud gives
them only three options:

Their desperation makes them insane. They must
get us to admit to being the name, or they pay,
and we must not accept their coercion, or we pay.
Because the JAT is the trustee–
–a precarious position, the best
thing to say, in that case, is
“JOHN DOE is, indeed, in the
court!” Point to the JAT. “It is
YOU! As trustee, YOU are
JOHN DOE, today, aren’t you?!”

1. They can dissolve the CQV trust––the
one for which the clerk of the court is
trustee and from which s/he created a
constructive trust––the case––
for which s/he appointed the
judge and prosecutor titles
which hold temporary liability–
–trustee
and
executor,
respectively. But they cannot
dissolve the CQV or the entire
global system will collapse
because they cannot exist without our
energy which they obtain via that CQV
trust.

During their frustration over our not admitting
to being a trust name––the trustee and/or
executor of the trust, we ought to ask who they
are. “Before we go any further, I need to know
who YOU are.” Address the clerk of the court–
–the trustee for the CQV trust owned by the
state/province, “Are you the CQV’s trustee who
has appointed this judge as administrator and
trustee of the constructive trust case #12345? Did
you also appoint the prosecutor as executor of
this constructive trust?”
Then point to the JAT: “So you are the trustee”,
then point to the prosecutor, “and you are the
executor? And I’m the beneficiary, so, now we
know who’s who and, as beneficiary, I authorize
you to handle the accounting and dissolve this
constructive trust. I now claim my body so I am
collapsing the CQV trust which you have
charged, as there is no value in it. You have
committed fraud against all laws!” Likely, we
will not get that far before the JAT will order
“Case dismissed” or, even more likely, the PE,
as he clings tightly to his cheque-book, will call,
“We withdraw the charges”.
We have exposed their fraud of the CQV trust
which exists only on presumptions. The CQV
has no corpus, no property, ergo, no value. Trusts
are created only upon the conveyance of property
and can exist only as long as there is value in the
trust. But, there is no value in the CQV trust, yet,
they continue to charge the trust. That is fraud!

2. They can enforce the existing rules of
trust law which means, as trustee, they can
set-off their debt and leave us alone. Now
they know that we are onto their fraud and
every time they go into court to administer
a trust account, they will not know if we
are the one who will send them to jail. The
trustee (judge) is the liable party who will
go to jail, and the executor (prosecutor) is
the one who enforces this. This is why they
want us to take on both titles, because then,
not only do we go to jail but also, by
signing their paper, we become executor
and enforce our own sentence. They cannot
afford to violate the ecclesiastical canon
laws, out of fear of ending their careers, so
they are, again, trapped with no place to
run.
3. They can dismiss the cases before they
even take the risk of our exposing their
fraud …. which also makes no sense
because then their careers, again, come to
a screeching halt.
What’s a court clerk to do!? Pretty soon, none
of these thugs will take any cases because the
risk is too great. This will be the end of the court
system. ‘Bout bloody time, eh?

The alleged property is we men and women Knowledge––not procedure––is power.
whom they have deemed to be incompetent,
dead, abandoned, lost, bankrupts, or minors, but The means by which we have attempted to
that is an illusion so, if we claim our body, then assuage our problems, inflicted upon us by the
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PTW (powers that were) have all been
superficial, compared to the origins of all the
black magic, superstition, satanic ritualism,
trickery, mind-control, and clandestine
practices. Under commercial law, dating back
to the Code of Ur-Nammu––around 2100 BCE–
–the use of another’s property without
permission puts one into dishonour and makes
him liable for any debts. So, our using UCC
forms, bills of exchange, AFV, or bonds, and
altering documents of the Roman System can
create penalties, as this is trading and/or using
the property of a corporation we do not own ….
the birth certificate proves that the “name” is,
in fact, the property of the corporation which
issued it.
We can do all the paper perfectly but, in the end,
they say, “Sorry; you’re not one of us.” But,
now, we get to inflict fear onto them. When we
are forced to court, knowing that the Judge acts
as the Trustee and the prosecutor acts as
Executor of the CQV Trusts is empowering. It
gives us two choices:
1. If we wish to expose the fraud of
presumptions, by which the CQV trusts still
exist, then the court is the perfect
opportunity to have them dissolved or to
prove the fraud because the Trustee is sitting
on the bench. Dissolving the first CQV,
dissolves them all; or,

2. If we are not inclined to use something
like the Ecclesiastical Deed Poll to expose
the fraud of the CQV Trusts, then, at least,
we ought to know that everything the judge
says––even if it sounds like a command,
order, or sentence––is actually an offer
which we can choose to decline (“I do not
consent; I do not accept your offer”). This
is a fundamental principle of testamentary
trusts– the beneficiary can accept or decline
what the trustee offers.
For 15 years, I have watched the alleged
solutions in commerce come and go and nothing
has worked for enough people on enough
occasions to call anything a consistent win.
Paying for information is insanity because those
who sell information clearly have not prevailed
or they wouldn’t need to sell anything, would
they?
Buying express, private-contract trusts, e.g.:
NACRS, is a huge waste of time and money
because the entire process is too complicated
for anyone with an IQ below 400 and–– “no
refunds”. I have found no solution in commerce
because those who claim to have solutions still
insist upon treating symptoms rather than
curing the cause––the fraudulent CQV trust.
To be continued OS23156

How the Popes Gave Ireland to England From
Our Irish Correspondent

G

ENERATIONS OF ROMAN CATHOLIC
IRISH REPUBLICANS have proclaimed
loud and long that the source of all of Ireland’s woes has been the presence of the English. The
Emerald Isle, once famed as a land of Saints and
Scholars, has been drenched in blood down the
centuries, as inhuman fiends posing as patriots have
murdered, maimed and massacred, rebelled and
waged civil war, often with the blessing of the Roman
Catholic clergy, in the supposed cause of Irish freedom.
However the suppressed facts of history are that when
King Henry II of England landed with an army of
4.000 at Waterford in October 1171. he came at the
Pope’s behest and carrying as his authority the Papal
Bull Laudabiliter, by which the Roman Pontiff
claimed the right to bestow Ireland as a gift to the
English King on condition that he suppressed the
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ancient Celtic or Culdee Church, and brought the blessed Peter (the Pope) of one penny from even'
island and its people into submission to Rome. house, and to maintain the rights of the Churches
of that land whole and inviolate. We therefore
meeting your pious and laudable desire with due
favour, and according a gracious assent to your
petition, do hereby declare our will and pleasure,
that with a view to enlarging the boundaries of
the Church, restraining the downward course of
vice, correcting evil customs and planting virtue
and for the increase of the Christian religion
(Romanism) you shall enter that island and
execute whatsoever may tend to the honour of
We reproduce herewith the Bull Laudabiliter by God, and the welfare of the land: and also that
which Pope Adrian IV gave Ireland to England: the people shall receive you with honour and
revere you as their Lord: provided always that
“Adrian, bishop, servant of the servants of God, the rights of the Churches remain whole and
to our well beloved son in Christ, the illustrious inviolate and saving to the blessed Peter and the
King of the English greeting and Apostolic Holy Roman Church the annual tribute of one
Benediction. Laudably, and profitably, does your penny for every house.
majesty contemplate spreading the glory of your
name on earth and laying up for yourself the If then you should carry your project into effect,
reward of eternal happiness in heaven, in that as let it be to your care to instruct that people in
becomes a Catholic Prince, you propose to good ways of life ... that the Church there may
enlarge the boundaries of the Church, to be adorned, that the Christian religion
proclaim the truths of the Christian religion to a (Romanism) may take root and grow––––that
rude and ignorant people (the Irish), to root out you may deserve at God’s hands the fullness of
the growth of vice from the field of the Lord: an everlasting reward and may obtain on earth a
and the better to accomplish this purpose you name renowned throughout the ages.”
seek the counsel and goodwill of the Apostolic
See.
Pope Adrian's successor .Alexander III wrote to
the Bishops of Ireland calling on them to submit
In pursuing your object the loftier your aim and to King Henry:
the greater your discretion, the more prosperous
we are assured with God’s assistance will be the “Understanding that our dear son in Christ.
progress you will make: for undertakings Henry, illustrious King of England stirred by
commenced in the zeal of faith and the love of divine inspiration and with his united forces has
religion are ever wont to attain to a good end and subjected to his dominion, that people a barbarous one, uncivilized and ignorant of the Divine
issue.
Law - we command and enjoin upon you that
Verily as your excellency doth acknowledge, you will diligently and manfully assist the above
there is no doubt that Ireland, and all the islands said King to maintain and preserve that land and
on which Christ the sun of righteousness has to extirpate the filthiness of such great abominashone, and which have accepted the doctrines of tions. .
the Christian faith, belong to the blessed Peter
and the Holy Roman Church, wherefore the And if any of the Kings, Princes or persons of
more pleased are we to plant in them the seed of the land shall rashly attempt to go against his due
faith acceptable to God, inasmuch as our oath and fealty pledged to the said King you shall
conscience warns us that in their case a stricter lay ecclesiastical censure on such a one."
account will hereafter be required of us.
In a similar vein Pope Alexander addressed these
Whereas then well beloved son in Christ you words to the Princes of Ireland:
have expressed to us your desire to enter the
island of Ireland in order to subject its people to “Whereas you have received our dear son in
law (Papal Canon Law) and root out from them Christ, Henry, illustrious King of England as
the weeds of vice (Ancient Culdee faith) and your king and Lord and have sworn fealty to him
your willingness to pay an annual tribute to the
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... we ward and admonish your noble order to the Reformation that the Papacy changed its
strive to preserve the fealty which by solemn policy and began to pose as the champion of Irish
oath you have made."
freedom. The bloody wars, wholesale massacres,
and midnight assassinations incited by the RomThe same Roman Pontiff in a letter congratulat- ish clergy in the name of Irish patriotism were
ing Henry on his conquest of Ireland wrote: “We in fact conflicts fought purely and simply to
have been assured how you have wonderfully a secure the continued domination of this island
triumphed over the people of Ireland and over a by Roman Catholicism. Papal policy is best
Kingdom which the Roman Emperors, the con- summed up in this letter sent to the Irish rebel
querors of the world left untouched, and you leader Shane O'Neill by the Roman Catholic
have extended the power of your majesty' over Bishop of Mentz - dated in Rome April 28th,
the same people, a race uncivilized and undisci- 1528:
plined.
“My dear son O'Neill, thou and thy fathers are
We understand that you, collecting your splendid all along faithful to the Mother Church of Rome.
naval and land forces have set your mind upon His Holiness Paul III now Pope, and the Council
subjugating that people ... so we exhort and of the Holy Fathers there, have lately found a
beseech your majesty' and enjoin upon you that prophecy of one Saint Lazerianus Bishop of
you will even mere intently and strenuously Cashel, wherein he saith that the Mother Church
continue ... and earnestly enjoin upon your of Rome faileth, when in Ireland the Catholic
majesty that you will carefully seek to preserve Faith is overcome.
the rights of the See of St. Peter.'
Therefore for the glory of the Mother Church,
This was indeed what King Henry did and one the honour of St. Peter, and your own secureness
of his first acts was to call the Council of Cashel suppress heresy and His Holiness' enemies, for
in 1172 at which the ancient Celtic Church of when the Roman Faith there perisheth (in IreIreland was brought into submission to the yoke land) the See of Rome faileth also. Therefore the
of Roman bondage––As for the Papal
Council of Cardinals have thought fit
insults that the Irish were a rude,
to encourage your country of Ireland
ignorant, uncivilized people, had not
as a Sacred Island, being certified
the missionaries of Patrick’s Celtic
whilst the Mother Church hath a son
Church brought the uncorrupted Gosof worth as yourself, and those that
pel not only to the rest of the British
shall succour you and join therein,
Isles but to Europe. Was it a savage
that she will never fall but have more
people who produced such beautifully
or less hold in Britain in spite of fate.”
illuminated Christian manuscripts as
Mant's History of the Irish Church,
the Book of Kells, and who preserved
page 40.
the primitive Christian faith in their
communities even under Viking attack, whilst The Irish Republican terrorists currently waging
Papal Rome was sunk in the depths of vice and their war of genocide against the Protestant
superstition?
majority in Northern Ireland, loudly demand that
we: "Break the British connection and boldly
The Roman Catholic writer O’Driscoll admits: declare that: “Ireland unfree will never be at
The Christian Church of Ireland was founded by peace.”
St. Patrick, existed for many centuries free and
unshackled ... and differed on many points from Their political philosophy and hence their murRome. From the days of Patrick to the Council der campaign is based on a perversion of Irish
of Cashel was a bright and glorious career for history and the deliberate suppression of facts.
Ireland. From the sitting of that Council to our The real truth is that: Ireland will only truly
own times the lot of Ireland has been unmixed enjoy peace and liberty when the chains of
evil and all her “history a tale of woe.” Views of Roman Catholicism are broken by the Gospel of
Ireland, Vol. 2, Page 84.
Christ, and the blight of priest-craft and Popery
are banished from our island home for ever.
It was only when the rest of the British Isles and
the British Monarchy embraced Protestantism at
The End OS23157
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Vaccines – The Oldest Scam
Posted by Weaver
Despite the great power of the hidden rulers, I
found that only one group has the power to
issue life or death sentences to any American
— our nation’s physicians.
I discovered that these physicians, despite their
great power, were themselves subjected to very
strict controls over every aspect of their
professional lives. These controls, surprisingly
enough, were not wielded by any state or
federal agency, although almost every other
aspect of American life is now under the
absolute control of the bureaucracy.

In 1988, Eustace Mullins Blew the
Whistle on the Vaccine Scam.

P

FIZER
AND
BIONTECH
ANNOUNCE
EXTREMELY
POSITIVE PHASE 3 COVID-19
VACCINE Trial Data; Production of 1.3
Billion Doses in 2021 Planned
Pfizer CEO sold $5.6 million in stock on the
day of Vaccine Announcement
Not only do drug makers make huge profits
from vaccines, but they continue to profit
from the illnesses they cause.
If vaccines weren’t harmful to health, why
would pharmaceutical companies be exempt
from liability?
This goose has been laying a golden egg for
more than a century, at an indescribable toll
in human suffering.
Now they want to make vaccinations – not one
but regular shots — a condition for
participation in society and freedom.
“The practice of medicine may not be the
world’s oldest profession, but it is often seen
to be operating on much the same principles.”
Excerpts from Murder by Injection (1988)
By
Eustace Mullins (henrymakow.com)

The physicians have their own autocracy, a
private trade association, the American
Medical Association. This group, which is
headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, had
gradually built up its power until it assumed
total control over medical schools and the
accreditation of physicians.
From its earliest inception [in 1847], the
American Medical Association has had one
principal objective, attaining and defending a
total monopoly of the practice of medicine in
the United States. From its outset, the AMA
made allopathy the basis of its practice.
Allopathy was a type of medicine whose
practitioners had received training in a
recognized academic school of medicine, and
who relied heavily on surgical procedures and
the use of medications.
The practice of immunization goes directly
against the discovery of modern holistic
medical experts that the body has a natural
immune defence against illness. The Church
of Modern Medicine claims that we can only
be absolved from the peril of infection by the
Holy Water of vaccination, injecting into the
system a foreign body of infection, which will
then perform a Medical Miracle, and will
confer life-long immunity, hence the term,
“immunization.”
The greatest heresy any physician can commit
is to voice publicly any doubt of any one of
the Four Holy Waters, but the most deeply
entrenched in modern medical practice is
undoubtedly the numerous vaccination
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vaccination, poisoning the crimson currents of
the human system with brute-extracted lymph
under the strange infatuation that it would
prevent smallpox, was one of the darkest blots
that disfigured the last century.”

Above: Eustace Mullins
programs. They are also the most consistently
profitable operations of the Medical
Monopoly. Yet one physician, Dr. Henry R.
Bybee, of Norfolk, Virginia, has publicly
stated, “My honest opinion is that vaccine is
the cause of more disease and suffering than
anything I could name.
I believe that such diseases as cancer, syphilis,
cold sores and many other disease conditions
are the direct results of vaccination. Yet, in the
state of Virginia, and in many other states,
parents are compelled to submit their children
to this procedure while the medical profession
not only receives its pay for this service, but
also makes splendid and prospective patients
for the future.” (P 79) —
Another practitioner, Dr. W. B. Clarke of
Indiana finds that “Cancer was practically
unknown until compulsory vaccination with
cowpox vaccine began to be introduced. I have
had to deal with a least two hundred cases of
cancer, and I never saw a case of cancer in an
unvaccinated person.” (P. 81)
Another well-known medical practitioner, Dr.
J. M. Peebles of San Francisco, has written a
book on vaccine, in which he says,
“The vaccination practice, pushed to the front
on all occasions by the medical profession
through political connivance made compulsory
by the state, has not only become the chief
menace and the greatest danger to the health
of the rising generation, but likewise the
crowning outrage upon the personal liberties
of the American citizen; compulsory

Dr. Peebles refers to the fact that the cowpox
vaccine was one of the more peculiar
“inventions or discoveries of the Age of
Enlightenment.” However, as I have pointed
out in “The Curse of Canaan,” the Age of
Enlightenment was merely the latest program
of the Cult of Baal and its rituals of child
sacrifice, which, in one guise or another, has
now been with us for some five thousand
years. Because of this goal, the Medical
Monopoly is also known as “The Society for
Crippling Children.” (P 81-82)

(COVID scam perpetrated by the medical
profession)
However, the peril of even one state legislature
foiling their criminal conspiracy caused the
Rockefeller Syndicate to concentrate on
perfecting an instrument for controlling each
and every state legislature in these United
States. This was achieved by setting up the
Council of State Governments in Chicago. Its
ukases are routinely issued to every state
legislator, and such is its totalitarian control
that not one legislature has ever failed to
follow its dictates.
Edward Jenner (1796-1839) “discovered” that
cowpox vaccine would supposedly inoculate
persons against the eighteenth-century scourge
of smallpox. In fact, smallpox was already on
the wane, and some authorities believe it
would have vanished by the end of the century,
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due to a number of contributing factors. After
the use of the cowpox vaccine became
widespread in England, a smallpox epidemic
broke out which killed 22,081 people.

was vaccinated. The result was that 53,288
otherwise healthy men developed smallpox.
The death rate was high.”

The smallpox epidemics became worse each
year that the vaccine was used. In 1872, 44,480
people were killed by it. England finally
banned the vaccine in 1948, despite the fact
that it was one of the most widely heralded
“contributions” which that country had made
to modern medicine.
This action came after many years of
compulsory vaccination, during which period
those who refused to submit to its dangers
were hurried off to jail. (p. 83) —–Polio has
increased 700% in states which have
compulsory vaccination. The much-quoted
writer on medical problems, Morris Beale,
who for years edited his informative
publication, Capsule News Digest, from
Capitol Hill, offered a standing reward during
the years from 1954 to 1960 of $30,000, which
he would pay to anyone who could prove that
the polio vaccine was not a killer and a fraud.
There were no takers.
Medical historians have finally come to the
reluctant conclusion that the great flu
“epidemic” of 1918 was solely attributable to
the widespread use of vaccines. It was the first
war in which vaccination was compulsory for
all servicemen. The Boston Herald reported
that forty-seven soldiers had been killed by
vaccination in one month. As a result, the
military hospitals were filled, not with
wounded combat casualties, but with
casualties of the vaccine.
The epidemic was called “the Spanish
Influenza,” a deliberately misleading
appellation, which was intended to conceal its
origin. This flu epidemic claimed twenty
million victims; those who survived it were the
ones who had refused the vaccine. In recent
years, annual recurring epidemics of flu are
called “the Russian Flu.” For some reason, the
Russians never protest, perhaps because the
Rockefellers make regular trips to Moscow to
lay down the party line.
The perils of vaccination were already known.
Plain Talk magazine notes that “during the
Franco-Prussian War, every German soldier

In what is now known as “the Great Swine
Flu Massacre,” the President of the United
States, Gerald Ford, was enlisted to persuade
the public to undergo a national vaccination
campaign. The moving force behind the
scheme was a $135 million windfall profit for
the major drug manufacturers. They had a
“swine flu” vaccine which suspicious pig
raisers had refused to touch, fearful it might
wipe out their crop.
The manufacturers had only tried to get $80
million from the swine breeders; balked in this
sale, they turned to the other market, humans.
The impetus for the national swine flu vaccine
came directly from the Disease Control Centre
in Atlanta, Georgia. Perhaps coincidentally,
Jimmy Carter, a member of the Trilateral
Commission, was then planning his
presidential campaign in Georgia. The
incumbent President, Gerald Ford, had all the
advantages of a massive bureaucracy to aid
him in his election campaign, while the
ineffectual and little known Jimmy Carter
offered no serious threat in the election.
Suddenly, out of Atlanta, came the Center of
Disease Control plan for a national
immunization campaign against “swine flu.”
The fact that there was not a single known case
of this flu in the United States did not deter the
Medical Monopoly from their scheme.
The swine breeders had been shocked by the
demonstrations of the vaccine on a few pigs,
which had collapsed and died. One can
imagine the anxious conferences in the
headquarters of the great drug firms, until one
bright young man remarked, “Well if the swine
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breeders won’t inject it into their animals, our
only other market is to inject it into people.”
The Ford sponsored swine flu campaign
almost died an early death, when a
conscientious public servant, Dr. Anthony
Morris, formerly of HEW and then active as
director of the Virus Bureau at the Food and

Dink Administration, declared that there could
be no authentic swine flu vaccine, because
there had never been any cases of swine flu on
which they could test it. Dr. Morris then went
public with his statement that “at no point were
the swine flu vaccines effective.” He was
promptly fired, but the damage had been done.
(84-85) Source.
The End OS23158

Culture Skills of Ancient Britons
George F. Jowett
Museum, such as the famous Glastonbury bowl
(over two thousand years old), and the beautiful
Desborough mirror are as perfect as the day they
were made. They are magnificent examples of
"La Tene" art, as the Celtic design is named,
their geometric beauty and excellence being
beyond the ability 'of modern craftsmen to
duplicate.
In Early Britain, by Jacquetta Hawkes, we
read: "These Yorkshire Celts, beyond all other
groups seem to have been responsible for
establishing the tradition of La Tene art. . . .

Roman Britons Strolling by the
Thames

S

TRANGE AS IT MAY SEEM, it was
the enemies of ancient Britain who
wrote at length with candour the most
faithful description of the early Britons,
showing that they possessed an admirable
culture, a patriarchal religion, and an epochal
history that extended far beyond that of Rome.
Modern writers also confirm their testimony.
E. O. Gordon, in Prehistoric London, states
that the city of London (Llandn) was founded
two hundred and seventy years before Rome,
in 1020 B.C.
The famed British archaeologist, Sir Flinders
Petrie, discovered at Old Gaza gold ornaments
and enamelware of Celtic origin, dated 1500
B.C., and in reverse found Egyptian beads at
Stonehenge.
The art of enamelling is early identified with
Britain as is the production of tin. The ancient
Briton was the inventor of enamelling. He was
so perfect in this craft that relics reposing in
the British Museum and the Glastonbury

Nearly all the finest pieces are luxuries
reflecting the taste of warriors who enjoyed
personal magnificence and the trapping out of
their wives and horses. Brooches to fasten the
Celtic cloak, bracelets, necklaces, pins, hand
mirrors, harness fittings: bits and horse armour,
helmets, sword scabbards and shields were
among the chief vehicles of La Tene art.
They show on the one hand strong plastic
modelling, and on the other decorative design
incised, in low relief, or picked out in coloured
enamel. Both plastically and in the flat the
Celtic work shows an extraordinary assurance,
often a kind of wild delicacy, far surpassing its
Greek prototypes.
In these the finest artists achieved a marvellous
control of balanced symmetry in the design and
equally in its related spaces."
S. E. Winbold, in Britain B.C. writes: "The
Celtic curvilinear art, circa 300 B.C. and of
which the famous Glastonbury bowl is a good
example, reached its zenith development in
Britain."
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Roman testimony states that captive Britons
taught the Romans the craft of enamelling.

sterling character, ingenuity in commerce, and
craftsmanship.

Herodotus, father of profane history circa 450
B.C., wrote of the British Isles and its people,
under the name of Cassiterides, remarking on
their talent in the metal industry. Julius Caesar,
following his campaign in Britain, 55 B.C.,
wrote with admiration of their culture, their

With acknowledgement to The Christian
Science Monitor – Boston Wednesday,
November 30, 1966.

The End OS3733

Teia‑Tephi or Scota
John Brogan
According to traditional Irish history Ireland was
ruled by the Milesian dynasty for at least a
thousand years before the birth of Christ, and
before that by sundry "Pre‑Milesian" peoples,
the last of whom were the Tuatha De Danaan.
The Rev. F.R.A. Glover, without proper
evidence, jumped to the conclusion that one of
Zedekiah's daughters made her way to Ireland
along with Jeremiah, and there married the
reigning monarch.
In seeking evidence to support his theory in Irish
history, he picked on a lady named Tea who
married Heremon, the first Milesian king of
Ireland. and he made out that she was also called
Tephi.

T

HERE ARE CURRENTLY TWO
OPINIONS in circulation about the
name of Zedekiah's daughter, through
whom the Royal Descent from David was
transferred from Palestine to Britain: was she
Tea‑Tephi or Scota? The Federation's
Committee on Teaching has been looking into
this question with a view to clarification and the
correction of any erroneous ideas that have been
published in the past.

Glover published his theory in 1861, and a
second edition of his book, England the Remnant
of Judah, appeared in 1881 shortly before he
died. His ideas were then adopted by an
American professor of Military Tactics, C. A. L.
Totten, in the first five volumes of Our Race
published in 1890‑92. He was followed by Rev.
W. M. H.. Milner in The Royal House of Britain
an Enduring Dynasty in 1902 of which the
enlarged edition of 1908 has since been reprinted
Ever since the publication in 1840 of John many times.
Wilson's book Our Israelitish Origin, it has been
realised that the Royal House of Britain must About 1953 an alternative view was put forward
have been descended from the Biblical House of by W. Parker, and was published in the
David to whom God made promises of an Federation's Bible Research Handbook Serials
enduring dynasty.
113‑118.
Since our own royal house can, without
difficulty, trace its ancestry back to the ancient
kings of Ireland, it was necessary to find a
connecting link with Zedekiah, the last king of
Judah. The Bible tells us that all his sons were
slain, but that the king's daughters were taken to
Egypt with Jeremiah, after which no more was
heard of them (Jer. 43:5‑7).

He pointed out that according to Irish history
Miletus, father of Heremon, and founder of the
Milesian dynasty had married a lady known as
Scota in Egypt before he migrated to Spain on
the way to Ireland. At least this theory has the
merit of locating the lady in Egypt. a feature that
is entirely lacking in case of Tea‑Tephi.
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document in saying that Tea was the wife of
Heremon, and the daughter of Lugaidh, and that
Without any proper evidence that Tea had come Teamhair was named after her.
from Egypt, Glover claimed to find this in some
old Irish tracts on the origin of the name Temor The third document is a poem attributed to Cuan
for Tara, the ancient seat of the Irish kings. Three O' Lochain who died in 1024, but Petrie points
such documents had been published by George out that the language shows it to be some
Petrie in 1839. and again by O'Connellan in 1846 centuries older than that. It comprises eighteen
in the notes to his translation of The Annals of stanzas or 72 lines of which Glover appears to
Ireland (1171‑1616). Glover refers to both of publish 42, but actually only 38, since he quotes
these sources, but quoted only those parts that verse 8 a second time with a different translation
suited his purpose, ignoring the first one of the first line.
altogether.
The first four stanzas relate that Heremon
The first of these tracts was composed by provided a mound for Tea when she died. Verses
Amergin, chief bard of Dermod, monarch of 5‑15 then give an account of the marriage of
Ireland in the sixth century. It is summarised by Tephi, daughter of Cino Bactir, to Canthon, a
British king, and the return of her body to Spain
O'Connellan thus:
when she died, and the building of her sepulchre
there. Verse 16 explains that this was the model
from which Temor, or Tara, was copied. It reads:

Glovers Sources

“It was in that place, according to arrangement
They nobly constructed the first model For that
of Temor, of unrivalled form and of delightful
and elegant aspect."
Petrie gives a similar translation, and in a
footnote (p. 135) says, "The meaning is, that the
tomb which was erected in Spain for Tephi was
the model after which Heremon built the
"Teph or Tephi, a daughter of Bachtir, king of monument or mur of Tea on the hill of Temur,
Spain, having been married to Canthon, king of from which it took its name."
Britain, died there, but her body was brought
back to Spain. and a mur or mound was erected Immediately following the poem O’Connellan
to her memory, and called Tephi‑mur, or the gives the following summary: "it appears from
Mound of Tephi. Tea, daughter of Lugaidh, son the foregoing poem that Tephi, therein
of Ith, and queen of Heremon, the first Milesian mentioned, daughter of Cino Bactir, king of
monarch of Ireland, having seen the mound of Brigantia in Spain, was married to Canthon, king
Tephi while in Spain, she caused a similar of Britain, and as a guarantee that her body
mound to be constructed when she came to should be restored for burial in Spain, the chief
Ireland, as a sepulchral monument for herself; idol of the Britons, called Etherun or Taran, was
and being buried there, it was called Tea‑mur, left as a pledge with the king of Spain; and
signifying Tea's mound, and hence was derived Canthon, king of Britain, having restored the
body of Tephi, she was buried in a sepulchral
the name of Tara." (p. 294).
mound, from which was taken the model of
The full text of this tract in Gaelic, with an queen Tea's tomb, called Tea‑Mur, from which
English translation, is given in Petrie's paper on was derived the name of Temor or Tara" (p.295).
Tara, pages 129‑131 of the Transactions of the
It is evident from these old sources that Tea and
Royal Irish Academy', Vol 18 (1839).
Tephi were two different women. Tephi, the
The second document produced by Petrie and daughter of the leader of the Celtic settlement in
O'Connellan is a poem attributed to Fintan, a Spain, had been married to Canthon a British
bard of the sixth century. This makes no mention king. She is otherwise unknown to Irish history.
at all of Tephi. but it agrees with the first Tea, on the other hand, is a well known person.
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She is always said to be the daughter of Lugaidh,
the son of Ith, the son of Breogan. She married
Heremon, son of Miletus, in Spain before the
sons of Miletus migrated to Ireland. Since her
ancestry is well known, she cannot have been a
daughter of Zedekiah.

B.C., some of them would be of the tribe of
Judah, for Sennacharib came “up against all the
fenced cities Judah and took them" (2 Kings
18:13).

It is possible, therefore, that Miletus could have
been a Judahite. This is important, since
inheritance through the female line could take
The Story of Scota
place only if the lady married one of her own
In an article on "Who were the Scots?" published tribe.
in The National Message, June 1970, W.E,
Filmer pointed out that there were at least two
separate groups of Israelites migrating along the
Mediterranean Sea from Asia Minor to Spain.
The first group to arrive founded a city called
Brigantium in the northwest, after passing
through the Straits of Gibraltar. The leader of
this group is given the eponymous name Breogan
in the Irish histories; he was the great ‑
grandfather of Tea.
Another group of Israelites travelled by way of
Egypt. Their leader Gaythelus, or Miletus, went
to Egypt and assisted Pharaoh Psammitichus in
his war against the Ethiopians, and received in
reward Scota, said to be the daughter of Pharaoh,
to wife, after which they migrated to Spain.
Scota was probably the daughter of Zedekiah
who had been taken to Egypt by Jeremiah.
Miletus had six sons by Scota, one of whom was
Heremon who married Tea in Spain. It is
suggested that Miletus had been among the The Above table illustrates the suggested
Cimmerian group of Israelites ravaging Asia relationship between the two ladies Scota and
Minor at that time. Since these Cimmerians Tea:
The End OS4498
included captives taken by Sennacharib in 701

Prehistoric London Its Mounds And Circles
By E. O. Gordon ( Published 1946 ) Part 21

L

and liberal in giving meat and drink
to all who sought them, and though
he had many castles and cities, this
one loved he more than any. And
he dwelt therein mast part of the
year and therefore it was called
Caer Lludd and afterwards Caer
London.”

LUDD’S ATTEMPT TO BEAUTIFY
THE CITY is thus described in the
ancient Welsh MSS. of the Mabinogion
preserved in Jesus College, Oxford, translated
by Lady Charlotte Guest.
“Lludd ruled prosperously and
rebuilt the walls of London and
encompassed it about with
numberless towers. After that he
bade the citizens build houses
therein, such as no houses in the
kingdom could equal. Moreover he
was a mighty warrior and generous

From the same source we learn that Lludd
caused the Isle of Britain to be measured in its
length and in its breadth, and in Oxford he found
the central point. This is confirmed by Mr.
Stanford, the great authority on all
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topographical matters at the present time. That
Oxford was an important centre in early British
times is proved by the existence, as we have
seen, of a fine prehistoric, artificial circular
mound, within the precincts of the ancient royal
castle.
It is further recorded that Lludd issued an edict
commanding the city to be henceforth called
Llud-din instead of Caer Troia. Gildas, the
British historian, writing in the sixth century,
mentions that the people, headed by Nennius,
threatened to rise and depose Lludd if the edict
was carried out. He was compelled to give way.
This contention seems to suggest that the old
heroic name of Troynovant, bestowed by Brutus
on the Porth of the Tain, had never completely
superseded the yet older and more popular
Kymric title of the Llan-din, from remote
antiquity the “seat” of government in the great
capital of commerce. If the mounds had not been
already there, the resemblance to the historic
Troy would not have impressed Brutus. As the
sacred name of the Winton survives to this day
the official title of the southern capital, in like
manner (we venture to think) do the traditions
of the Llandin survive in the titles of the Bishop
and the Diocese, the Mayor and Corporation of
the city of London.

for him among the mass of the people the
opprobrious name of “Mandubrad,” the Black
Traitor, perpetuated, in Cæsar’s Commentaries,
in the form of Manubratius. This man was
consigned to eternal infamy in the Triads of his
country as the first of the “three capital traitors
of the island of Britain.”
Avarwy and many of his partisans took refuge
from the storm of national execration on board
the Roman fleet and returned to Rome with
Cæsar after his fifty-five days’ campaign. The
Black Traitor, Avarwy, died prior to the
assassination of Cæsar in Rome.
In the following lines Spenser gives us the
history of the events of the next few years:–
“He left two sons, too young to rule aright,
Ahdrorogcus and Tenantius, pictures of his
might.”
“Whilst they were young, Cassibalane their erne
(uncle) Was by the people chosen in their sted
Who on him tooke the royall diademe, And
goodly well long time it governed;

Till the prowd Romans him disquieted, And
warlike Caesar, tempted with the name Of this
sweet island, never conquered, And envying the
Briton’s blazed fame. (O hideous hunger of
Lludd’s two sons were too young to rule, so that dominion) hither came.
by the “voice of the people” Cassivellaumis was
crowned king and made military dictator under “Yet twise they were repulsed backe againe, And
the title of Pendragon. The city of Trinovantum. twise renforst back to their ships did fly The
with the Duchy of Kent, was given to whilst with blood they all the Shore did staine,
Androgeus, the Duchy of Cornwall to And the gray ocean into purple dy:
Tenuantius. In 55 BC. Cæsar landed in Britain.
With four thousand chariots Cassivellaunus Ne had they footing found at last perdie. Had not
opposed him. Nennius attacked the 10th Legion. Androgeus, false to native sovle, And envious
of uncles soveraintic, Betrayd his countrey unto
Cæsar was assailed by Nennius in person. The forreine spoyle, Nought els but treason from the
sword of the great Roman buried itself in the first this land did loyle.
shield of the British prince, and before he could
extricate it, the tide of battle separated the “So by him Cæsar got the victory, Through great
combatants, leaving the weapon a trophy to be bloudshed, and many a sud assay, In which him
long afterwards exhibited to the inhabitants of seife was charged heavily Of hardy Nennius,
Caer Troia[5]. Nennius died from the effect of whom he yet did slay. But lost his sword, yet to
the wound inflicted by the famous “Mors be seene this day.
Crocca” and was buried in the Bryn Gwyn.
Thenceforth this land was tributaire made
Androgeus, or Avarwy, Lludd's elder son, had T’ambitious Rome, and did their rule obey, Till
made a secret treaty, undertaking to open the Arthur all that reckoning defrayd; Yet oft the
gates of London to Cæsar. The plot, however, Briton kings against them strongly swayd.
was unsuccessful. This act of treachery procured
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KING AND HIS SONS
(From old Temple Bar. now in the grounds of
St. Dunstan's. Regent’s Park)

Now in the vestry porch of St Dunstan-in-the
West in Fleet Street.
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“Next him Tenantius reigned–-” (Faerie When the records of the Tower of London come
Queene, Book II, canto x.)
to be published we may learn if the tradition of
Cæsar’s sojourn within its walls has any
In the reign of King John we hear of Lludd’s foundation in fact; and some clue may be found
Gate, when in 1215 the Barons came to London as to the origin of Roman masonry that still may
to compel the King to sign the Magna Charta. be seen in different parts of the old buildings that
While waiting for the King’s consent, riots broke on two sides encircle William the Norman’s
out. They stormed the Jews’ Quarter in the White Tower.
neighbourhood of Ludgate and used the
materials thus obtained in repairing the damage The Bryn Gwyn in Cæsar’s time, we should
done to the wall and gate.
remember, was still in its original condition,
simply a green conical mound, with no building
Evidence of the fact was found some years later, whatever upon it, consecrated to the service of
when stones, inscribed with Hebrew characters, the Most High, and venerated as the burial-place
were found embedded in the masonry of the gate. of two of the most illustrious of our prehistoric
In 1260, during the reign of Henry III, the gate British kings, Brutus, the reputed founder of
was again repaired and adorned with figures of London, and Molmutius, the “Solon” of Britain,
Lludd and his two sons, Androgens and of whom Keltic lore records he was a “restorer
Tenuantius.
and protector of the ancient sanctuaries, and of
the high-ways that led to them,” showing that
During the reign of Edward VI, the populace, in the religious monuments of Britain were
their hatred of all images, knocked off the heads regarded as old even in his time, circa 500 B.C.
of Lludd and his sons—these were restored by
Mary; but during the reign of Elizabeth the gate Shortly before Cæsar’s stay at the Tower,
was entirely taken down and rebuilt, new figures Nennius, the British prince, died here in the
of Lludd and his sons being put on the eastern palace of his forefathers, after a lingering illness
side. Thus the gate stood till 1760, when it was of three weeks, from the effects of a wound he
finally taken down and the statues granted to Sir had received from Cæsar’s sword (the
Francis Gosselin.
morscrocea), and had been laid to rest in the
bosom of the Holy Hill; an interesting tradition
The late Marquis of Hertford eventually that links the British Gorsedd with historical
purchased them with St. Dunstan’s clock. These times.
and the clock he erected in Hertford Villa,
Regent’s Park, now called St. Dunstan’s. Lord It is with the continuity of the prehistoric
Londesborough, the present owner, kindly gave traditions of the Bryn Gwyn that we must now
the writer permission for photographs to be taken deal; these arc certainly worthy of consideration,
of these historical representations of King Lludd slender as may be the connection between the
and his sons.
Kymric customs and those that still survive, in
one or two instances, to the present time. That
According to the Welsh chronicles and a the White Mount was the seat of a prehistoric
tradition recorded by Morgan in his Cambrian observatory is probable from the existence in the
History, Cassivellaunus, after peace had been basement of a well 150 feet deep, lined with
concluded at Verulam, chivalrously entertained stone throughout like that of the Penton; it is only
Cæsar at the White Tower for seven days, while recently that this ancient well has been enclosed
the embarkation of the Roman army was with iron railing; it is now said by the authorities
proceeded with in Kent. Colour is lent to this to be a Roman well.
tradition by the fact that one of the towers of the
oldest part of the fortifications, the “Salt Tower,”
To be Continued
is known to this day as Cæsar’s Tower.
“Salt,” a corruption of Sol (like the Eton montem
example of “Salt Hill”), is a name which takes
us back to early British times, and suggests that
this ancient structure may have been originally
the “Clock” Tower of King Belin’s Castle.
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
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